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rith Prize Winning Balloon

ERBSLOEH, BALLOON
RAGE

Won As Told By
PlucKy Aeronant
Himself.
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Mississippi Looked Like
A Tiny Creek and Immense
Crowd at St. Louis Resembled
A Handful of Squirming Ants.
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Great
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Asbury Park, 'N. J.. Oct. 29. Os
car Erbsloeh, pilot of the German
balloon, Pommern, the winner of the
great race or last week, tells of the
trip an follows:
"I confess a feeling of disappoint-me.i- c
even though, a pilot of the
Pommern, the credit Is given to me'
on the ocean beach at A ETAION
for winning of the greatest balloon
race on record.
"Why? Because when we landed
on the ocean beach at Asbury Park,
N. J.,
the Pommern
still held
enough gas to have carried us 600
miles, and Prof. H. iH. Clayton, my
aid, and myself, were keen to break
the Paris-Russrecord of 1,192
miles. A current of wind from the
southwest would have carried us to
New England. But Providence did
ia
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.Siioiwliut, taken
t Asbury Park after tlm Uewfmt of Uo winning
luillMn I'onun'Tn, ehov tlie two heroes of tlio rofe, Oor Krbhlfioh,
of llarrartl.
pilot. m the left, and his aid, lrot. H. II. fbijtoii,
tlinil in Uie Haon Is the dellutetl Ponum-rn- .
pouring
from countless we wanted, but falling, we dropped
smoke
stacks, the continuous hum of life, to 5.000 feet and continued to the
gave an effect to us that was quite seashore.
We landed safely at 9
o clock, after a voyage of 40 .hours
Philadelphia
"We reached
after Our air line distance was 880 miles,
dark and hovered over the city un-all but we traveled more than 900 dur
ing the time we were In the aJr
night at a height of 10,000 feet,
able to find an air current that At times our speed must have been
40 miles, an hour.
upon
course.
We
our
us
would take
"From the time we left fit. Louis
wanted to travel northeast If possible, hoping In that way to rech the neither of us closed our eyes. We
had to remain awake t the higher
New England states, but failed.
Philadelphia
to prevent freezing, and
the altitudes
"They
call
'sleepy town,' but the magnificent the- - necexslty of constant attention
sight of the great metropolis by to the balloon was wearing,
"We did not suffer for want of
night,' viewed from the basket of
the balloon, was sufficient to reruts food. We boiled coffee over slack
us when
the aspersion. To me it seemed that lime and, it stimulated
I am- - delighted
Philadelphia was a great Illuminat- drowsy.
with the
of
Ualloonlng
as
background
not
danger
trip.
is
a
ed tall, hung in
ous as automobillng.
It is recog.
ehadow.
"When the sun showed we hoped nlzed among sports. The day of the
to rise higher and find the current balloon Is here, it has arrived.
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STOCK MARKET

IS

WITHOUT

DEPOSITORS

fi

AT HOME

Business Men Make Statements
CurTo Citizen Reporter-N- o
rency Prom Other Banks
So They Ctt None
From Here.

Tlx- -

'MljV

acropl.ni

and it

'

;

in fllirlit. Thin nwich ln U the Invention of A. A. Dufane
part in tlio contests at (St. IjouIsj.

tooK

IS ACQUITTED OF

New York, Oct. 29. The finan
cial situation was without any not
able developments today and the
abating Interest Indicated that the
public Irad practically gotten over
its scare.
The stock market waa a little un
settled but without extreme agita
tion.
AMEIUC.W KXPOKTS ARE
HKIM.ING IN GOLD.
iNew York, Oct. 2S. Great assist
ance In relieving the financial stringency is expected to result from
large engagements of gold for Import
made yesterday
and from other
large imports, . which probably will
be made within the next few days.
The movement of American cropa
to European markets together with'
a revival In the demand for copper
abroad, will give us large credit
with foreign bankers, and these can
be availed of In bringing In gold, it
Is believed, to fullest extent necessary.
It waa announced today that several of the bank,, which were compelled to auspend last week, have
about perfected plans to 'reopen tor
business. The runs on the Trust
Company of
and the Lincoln Trust company continue today
but In a diminished vorumn.

STREET RIOT

IN

People of Oregon Are Given Hvc
Holidays-Sociali- sts
Are Thrown
In Jail At Seattle-Go- ld
Com
ing to America-Forei- gn
Banks Raise Discount.

The forming ot a ciearfng house
association iby the local banks last
CRIMINAL LIBEL
evening was not unexpected.
In
fact It was urged by the business
men as well as by the bankers for
the purpose of keepl.ig Albuquerque
currency In Albuqunrque and in the Court Says That He Was Just One Man Is Killed. Seveial
banks from where It can be circulat
ed so as to prevent a stringency In
ified In Saying Infamous
Wounded and Twelve
this cltv.
That la all there Is to the propo
Practices Were In Use
Are Arrested.
sition here. The banks are sound
and safe and have several dollars
securities for every dollar on de
posit.
it would be 'impossible to
POLICE HAVE DIFFICULTY
break ona Of the Albuquerque banks COURT CIRCLES ARE
and that does not in any manner
JARRED
SLIGHTLY
SUBDUING RIOTERS
enter into .present conditions. The
securities held by our banks would
pay
doubiy
more than
out.
Berlin, Germany. Oct. 29. MaxA run on one 01 the local Insti
Chicago; in., Oct. 29. --One man
imilian' Harden, editor
of the Die was shot and fatally wounded, sevtutions, however, with money
a
emon
prove
on
was
Zetkumft, who
tight in the east would
trial
against eral others were cut and battered
case brought
barrassing to the local banks and defamation
would injure .them absolutely with' htm by Count Kuns Von Moltke, was and . twelve men were arrested duracquitted today.
i
out any necessity for ao doing.
ing a- riot today at the corner of
General tMoltke was condemned
The action of the banks in en.
Fully
deavoring to hold the present cur to pay the costs of the trial, which Halsted and Taylor streets.
rency In this city was not only i wag watched
with Jive
interest 600 Italians took part In the fight. GEItMAJf BANK RAISES
safeguard to our 1'nanclal Inatitu
It was begun toy Charles Specrlac
- 1MSOOUNT HATE.
The counsel for Harden,
flans and our bvlies houses, but
Angela ' .. Caporbelll.
discount-rate
between
Berlin, 'Oct' 2iM"-Ihe
to every depositor, who 'has a right that the court cllquu of which Von sta
Imperial .Hank, of Gerto the fullest protection under these Moltke was a' member, waa guilty whom it. tied bad existed for some many ofh9
was raised today from (H W
.
praatlces
unsettled condition.
and also time. The former was shot twice 6 4 per
of
infamous
cent.
sought to exercise undue Influence and cannot Uve.
No Panic Pomllito.
of both
Frlenda
change 1j dlmctly due to
Thj
It would 'be impossible to precipi- over Emperor William.
part"
"melee
men
In
In
and
took
the
for gold, which, It la
demand
tate a panic here. It could not be
atd that
The presiding Judge
said here, will lead to gold export
done because of the strength of our Harden was Justified in saying what a few moments a free for
.
Germany.
financial Institutions and the gener- he had said In his paper, but that was In progress. Several squads of from
.
,?
al .prosperous business condition of there was no evidence
-- -r
that Von .policemen were called . upon the IjONDON market
the southwest.
Moltke had acted upon any abnor scene before the fighters were sub
Kt'WKUS DEPRESSION".
The forming of the clearing house mal inclinations. Harden waa cheer
London, Oct. 29. The rise In the
was made necessary because all of ed by the spectators, when the ver dued.
of the Bank of Oer-marate
discount
the large cities and many smaller dict was announced.
The two men met at the corner
had a depressing effect on the
ones have taken similar steps and
Socialists liccomo Active.
and
an
renewed
tued by first markets here.
because, the deposits
of our local
The trial is already having con- talking
The ODerators expect that the Ac
and then striking at each count,
banks in institutions in other places, siderable political effect, and It
of the Hank of England
can not be had In the form of cur- thought
the verdict Of the other with their flats. Other ItaM wl'.i berate
that
4 ft
to 6
rency for use here.
courf In the Harden ca.se will reach tans were attracted to the scene and par cent. Increased from
Consequently it is very necessary more publicity on matters which in the mob grew In a few minutes until
that the currency now in our banks the past have been touched on light- It was beyond the influence of the KANSAS HAXK AltSORBED
be protected from drafts from other ly by the press.
policemen on the local beats. Hurry
HY MISSOURI BANK.
iiiH'ltutions outside of our city.
One hundred and forty socialist calls were sent to the headquarters
Kansas City, Oct. 29. Wyandotte
Ixical banks have large balances In dall" papers are attacking the mon- station. The police used clubs unof
Kansas City, Kan.,
bank
State
banks of other cities.
Until the archical principals and assailing ex- sparingly and soon had the crowd
deposits of $500,000, was abother banks took such action as to isting conditions, which have been dispersed. The .principals were ar- with
sorbed this morning by the Comhold their currency at home, it was described as "flourishing In the hot rested excepting Kpeellae. who was mercial
National bank ot Kansas
possible for our local banks to se- house atmosphere of the court."
taken away In n ambulance.
City, Mo.
cure all the currency needed. Now
It is not.
In order to protect home
STREET SPEAKING
currency, our bunks were forced to
tmtl'KJ4 AT SEATTLE.
get together, form a clearing house, ERBSLOEH
NAY
TAKE POTTAWATOMIES
ARE
29. Eight
Seattle, Wash., Oct.
and' pass similar resolutions.
It Is
speakers
and a like numsocialist
purely a "business proposition made
were
sympathizers
ber
arrested
of
necessary from outside and has nothon the
last night for speaking
ing to do with local conditions other
BEING ROBBED SAYS
streets.
than to protect them. It is sane,
Mayor Moore has declared that he
safe, conservative banking business.
will not allow any elreet meetings.
tVriiflcatc Will be L'scd.
The socialists have secured about
Checks will be received at all loforty speaker
and say that they
TRIP HERE
cal banks and certified which makes
will
continue the meetings as long
them as good as money without the
martyrs last.
as their volunteer
passing of currency which is needThose arrested last night. Including
ed right here in Albuquerque for
were refused
Titus,
Mrs.
P.
Hattle
business purposes.
These
checks
ball and have been placed on the
will go through the clearing house Aeronaut Believes That an Rev. Nctzdorf Sayi That Land chain
gung.
as usual and ate good.
The action above mentioned was Autumn Wind Would Drive
Taking
Are
Sharks
OE OREGON
GOVERNOR
taken by the local banks with exDECLARES HOLIDAY.
treme reluctance and only after It
Him
Ore.,
Oct. 29. At the
Farther.
Portland.
Indian's Land.
was seeyi that local business and lorequest of tho Portland Clearing
cal people needed protection from
House association. Gov. Chamberlain
a currency stringency at home which
night declared the next five days
29.
New York. Oct.
The New-Nemight otherwise result:
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 29. Kaunas last
As It Is,
legal holidays in this state in order
suys
:Sun
Oscar
York
that
never
this city will
feel the stringensharks are robbing Indian res- to prevent a money famine.
the German
aeronaut who land
cy now felt in the east.
This step was taken because Portervation property while the federal
Business at the banks will proceed won the international cup last week, government
land banks cannot draw ou money
on
to
stop
iooks
falls
ascenprobably
and
will
make
another
about as usual with the exception
country before he goes them, according to the Rev. William loaned outside the state.
that Just as little currency will be sion in this
back to Germany and this time will Netzdorf, a Catholic missionary who SAN ERANCISCO ADOPTS
passed out m Is consistent.
The local clearing house expects be out for a record. Ho probably is in Milwaukee
""having spent
CIJIVIUNG HOCSE PLAN.
that the rules adopted last evening will start from Kansas City, as he four years among after
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 29. The
the Pottawatomie
will be In force but a very short thinks that from that point with the Indians,
clearing
house certificate plan waa
a former Wisconsin tribe
time. That will depend largely up- w inds lis Uiey usually are at this sea- many of whom
will return to the put Into operation today by all San
year,
can
he
of
the
make a much
on the action of the clearing houses son
Francisco banks. Everything worklonger flight. Ho was somewhat un- state.
in the moneyed centers.
are ed smoothly and there was no exIndians
"Tho Pottawatomie
IxmmiI
fortunate in the last race, as the slowly
Hanks Strong.
but surely being driven off citement.
The local batiks have nothing to wind caried him to the Atlantic
reservation In Kansas by land
fear from the east and nothing to coast and he could go no further, tho
are sanctioned by the CERTIFICATE PLAN WORKING
sharks
They are not only but If lie hud started from Kansas I'nlted who
fear at homo.
SI It ES.MT I.l.Y IN CHICAGO
states government,"
said
Chicago, Oct. 29. The financial
solvent they are union; the strong- City, he would have been carried Father Netzdurf today. Senator CurEngland.
New
est Mnall banks in the entire coun- further north and into
tis, of Kansas he said who studied condition throughout the west today
In general as to bank
try and amply able to more than His balloon could have gone, he the
and who knows the In- is satisfactory
thinks, GU0 miles further and made dianssituation
make good.
and to the majority of business inpayments
confought
In
the
the
At all money center
That the action of the local banks a new record.
gress but was beaten.
"When the terests.
was liased upon good precedent and
check and certificate plan is being
The incentive for this race will be Indians are all paid off," he continuChicago banks
good business sense is shown by the the Lahm cup, a trophy offered by ed, "they become free to go where used successfully.
day's business
action of banks in the following larAero club of America to
they wish as they are no longer commenced the second teiii
ger centers, all of which have been the
and are
the success ot Lieutenant wards of the government.
la the under the check
It
by
encouraged
the manner
greutly
with
communicated
and conditions lahm iu.n year in capturing the in- same as turning them loose on the
acceptnew
is
method
In
the
which
found to warrant such action as a ternational cup.
Lieutenant Lahm people.
What will
Indians do
precautionary measure:
Milwaukee, then made a flight of 410 miles, and when they are turnedthe
off the reser- ed by the depositors. Out of four
depositors
In
savings
Pittsburg.
this
St.
Liouis,
Cincinnati, the cup named for him was to go vation to fight for themselves? They thousand
only fifteen hundred have made
Indianapo- to the aeronaut who exceeded that will
Cleveland. Philadelphia,
sink to the level of common city,
of
withdrawal
application
lis, Des iMoines. Omaha, New York distance.
for
the
will
tramps. 'Most of them
have a
and Chicago. Telegrams stated that
Captain Chandler
of the United little money and they will find that their accounts or gave notice of the
withdrawal.
Minneapolis
were
of
desire
and
City
Kansas
States navy started to win the cup a the saloons are glad to see them.
considering .the matter, but had not few days before the big race wai The
end will find them hanging ALLEGHENY TELEGK IPIIEHS
s,
reached a definite conclusion.
started and li went (04 miles, land- around utterly useless, excepting
GET HEALTHY RAISE
ing In West Virginia.
some of the few who have
flankers' Action Indorsed.
big
race started been educated."
Just before the
reporter spent today
A Citizen
The Pottawatomie Indian reservaamong the business men, making a Alan It. 1 law ley notified the commit
Dunkirk. N. Y., Oct. 29. All
of the Aero club that he intendtion Is located
in Jackson county e telegraph
thorough Investigation of the finan- tee
operators.
station 4
cup
try
to
2j
Luhm
ed
Topeka.
for
and
the
that
of
north
mile
about
ot
the city as far as
cial condition
agents and clerks ot the Dun- - t
also! H"Vt. a town on the Rock Island
the big race w
possible and asking pointedly for his record inin the
Valley
Allegheny
and
kirk,
contest
for that railroad. Is not far from the resercount
the views of the business men upon to
Pittsburg railroad were notified
trophy. Mr. Haw ley landed near vation southern boundary.
wages
the action of the bankers.
in
an
today
Increase
that
ot 712
It U Impossible to reproduce Baltimore, covering a distance
from S3 to II per month had i
Cri-.l- t
I'iiiitiK-lH- l
In (lilll.
the trophy.
every statement made by the busi- miles, and so secured
of them to
Santiago. Chill. Oct. 29. There Is f been granted each once.
attempt
to
the
be
for
date
The
ness men because of the apace re by Oscar Krbsloch In Kansas made
become effective at
and
financial
a
City
tremendous
man
quired, but not a single business
The road i part ot the New 4
tre- here ThA void
.iu u. n.uioui.eou in a it
failed to endorse th action of the P'uuamy
Y ork Central N''days as there Is to be a meeting of mium has become 70 per cent, a rate t
hitherto unknown.
aeronaut in this city thi week.
(Continued on Iage live)

ol Jack

'

New-York'- s

ny

Inning B ulloon Poinnierii.
Oscar Krbsloch, Pilot, and Rute of the
not provide and there was the great
ocean before us.
"But It was a wonderful flight,
BESET COMPANY. SAYS
magnificent, ehilarating and full of ST. AUGUSTINE
the
thrill
that every aeronaut
knows, from the moment the signal
was given at 4 o'clock on the
NO MEN WILL
of Oct. 21. At the start our
BY EIGHT BETWEEN
great envelope held 77,000 cubic feet
gas
of
and it seemed but an instant
before our Instrument showed en alWe
titude of 2.500 feet.
floated
LAID OFF
RACES
"northward, but the course was slow'
U.
CUM! lIirUWIl
1CW 'JltlllULUllB ul
UUl
fcanj ballast we were in another mo-- 1
a mile above solid
inent nearly

Davis and October Business

1 1

ot

1

THA
BE

Per Cen

behind at the
Greater Than Same Month
Finding oft Dead Negroes
park eemed like a handful of!
squirming ants.
"Soon we were over the Missouri, '
Causes Anxiety.
Last Year.
and then without perceptible move-- !
merit our bug described what must
have been a beautiful curve to the;
Oct. 29.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 29. Hum
St. Aupustine, Texas.,
eastward, and dove straight across
the Pennsylvani
I'm? i 'bco is In a fever of exj:.e- - ors saying that
the .Mississippi and Into Illinois.
railroads
intended to lay off betwee
"We were 6,000 feet up in the air ment over the Intense feeling
20,000 and 30,000 men were toda
and on our way to the far-o- n
t
tl
whltes an(i the blacks as denied by a high official of the com
Atlantic ocean!
- killing
pany, and the following statemen
fjf
lhUavls
of Jack
went down In a!a
rfon the sun Below
given out at company offices:
glorious setting.
us mam.. w.'ite. and, ih wounding of several was"There
is no truth in the state
"X "
moth shadows, a though on wings,
ment
rangers
that 20.000 men are to be dls
are at
A force of state
were darkening the earth before thn
.by
charged
developthe Pennsylvania rail
waiting
great orb sank from our sight. .A the court house
ments, which may materialize very road company. Nothing of the kin
Klori'iUd full moon came up as even- suddenly,
ever
been discussed.
In vie
according to reports, and has
ing advanced and saved Us from the
the fact that traffic for Octobe
additional rangers have been asked of
wuful solitude of black night a mile for.
Is eleven per cent greater than for
linding
subsequent
of
the
The
above Uie abode of all other human
bodies of two negroes near the scene same month last year, which would
beliigs.
of the tthooting has caused renewed make the movement for the month
"We passed over cities, towns and activity
on the part of the blacks. the largest In the history of the com
villages, occasionally with our night
Captain Kngere, who is in chargu pany any material reduction In ou
glasses we saw scattered lights.
'The cold, especially after dark, of the rangers, Is having patrols out forces would not be practicable."
was Intense and we donned our night and day watching theIs localimost
Prof, Clayton ties from which trouble
heaviest garments.
devoted his time to the instruments, likely expected.
UNION
PACIFIC
while 1 was
making observations,
kept busy with the balloon.
"The lirst city of importance over NEW MEXICANS VISITORS
which wo pasjed was Dayton, O., its
maze of electric lights giving It the
appearance of an immense glowAHVIIIIE HOUSE
Omaha. Neb., Oct. 2 9. The Union
We taw Indianapolis, but
worm.
Pacific today discharged
between
did not pass over It.
workmen
"The balloon was as steady as a President Says Tlwt lln Will I All four and eight thousand
its construction department
from
nhlp m a calmed ea, n't the slightiu lli--s Pout-- for Single Null1- and every piece of construction work
est motion was noticeable. At midsystem Is abandoned.
on
entire
night Monday we had emptied 10
29.
Washington,
U. C, Oct.
of the 41 bags of sand iu order to (Spooiiil)
acDelegate
Andrews,
maintain our height.
Hilton, of Htin
the companiedandby V.A. I.H. Morse,
"When daylight approached
of Sinta
nun expanded our gad and we as- Antonio,
Ko.ca,
callers at the WliUi
cended to 6, R00 feet, crossing large House were
today.
and small rivers, towns and cities,
NEGRO
EKECUIES
New
The president said to the
which we could not Identify. The Mexicans:
"I tried to loin New Mex- noises that reached us at daylight ico and Arizona
as one state and Ari
Helen. Miss., Oct. 29. The body
were those of hte tiu-sworld: the
e of Charles German, a negro, who
stood strongly against It.
farmer shouting at his cattle; the zona
get
always
I
we
cannot
charged,
want.
criminally
what
assaulted
it
rattle of wagons; the sound from win ao an l can now to help New the Isyoung
daughter of a white farm
the smithy;
the factory whistles; Mexico become a state by Itself."
er, was found today hanging to
the rumble of street cars and railThe Interview oetween the presi tree five miles from .here. The body
We could, when very dent
road trains.
New
party
was riddled with bullets.
the
Mexico
lust
and
low .hear voices, but those on earth
could not have heard us. Our voices ed thirty minutes.
(419,000 AMKKICAV KAGMOS
would not penetrate
heavier
the
AUK COMIX U IIOMK
oh joiiv
ii:i:kk
xtrata of atmosphere.
piiOW
wouks iii:s. London, Oct. 29. The sum of six
"Once, while in Ohio, we lost our
pounds sterling of
drag-rope
thousand
Chicago.
III.. Oct. 29. Charles It. 'hundred
way and descended until our
here
trailed upon the ground. From Deere, bead of the great plow work gold was sold on the market
Mollne, in., wno jias been 111 iu today, much of it being purchased
a farmer we got our bearing and at
by
hunAmerican Interests and nine
again ascended to 4,600 teel, pass., Chicago for several months, died at
ninety-eigthousand
1:30 o'clock
this morning at the dred and
log over Pittsburg at this height.
"Tlie sight of this great Pennsyl- Ikotae hotel. ills illness was di- pounds sterling in American eagles
The was taken from the Bank of Engvania city, viewed from the clouds. agnosed as pernicious anemia. Vet-moland as part of rold intended for
Is impressive.
The great mills with deceased was born at Hancock,
shipment to America.
the year 1837.
their rattle and roar, the oceans of
we left
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Public Has Gotten Over Scare
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LOOKING

RECIPE

Mrs. Ben Bibo,
of Blbo. N. M
is once more an Albuquerque
A. O. Sals, of Isleta, is In town
on a business trip. He arrived last

MAID SEARCHING

JAIL

night.
Dr. B. F. Copp left the city last
evening for a hunting trip along, the
Kio urande.
Mrs. N. Horton,

WEST FOR

of Albuquerque,
the Coronado hotel in

Says This Prescription Should
Be Kept In Every

tMT,

Futrelle Furniture Go.
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Steven Nelson was a visitor at the

territorial capital yesterday.
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Dr. C. N. Lord, of Santa Fe, Is at
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RUE?

Everything
to
furnish the
house. Just received a large
assortment
of linoleums and
door oil cloth. Wool fringed
rugs from 25c and up. English
china cups and saucers and
dinner plates 7.5 cents a set.
Brass custaln rods 10c and up.
Window shades, 25c and up.

registered at
Household.
Santa Fe yesterday.
H. J. Hagerman arrived here from 'Roswell last even
A leading health journal, In an
Gash or Payments
ing on a short visit.
swerlng
Is
question,
"What
the
the
COPYRIGHT.
V
president
the
of
W. P. Johnson,
American Dumber company, was In best prescription to clean and purl
fy the blood," prints In a recent Is
Santa Fe yesterday on business.
A. B. McGaffey and L. K.
sue the following: Fluid Extract of
Charged With Robbing Cars.
of Albuquerque, were busi Dandelion
one-ha- lf
ounce, Com
Nettle Williams of Providence. ness visitors to tjanta Fe yesterday pound Kargon one ounce, Compound
D. F. Martz Has
Probate Clerk George W. Armljo
ounces
has returned to his office at Santa Syrup Sarsaparllla three
R. I. Hunts Among MinNarrow Escape.
Fe after a week's vacation spent in Shake well and use In teaspoonful
El Paso.
doses after each meal and at bed
ing Camps.
Judge W. 31. Newcomb. of Silver time.
City, has returned home from a visit
San Bernardino, Cal., Oct. 29.
A well known local druggist who
with Mrs. Newcomb to southern
The district court at San Bernardino
Spokane, Wash., Oct. 29.familiar with this prescription
77,
California.
extent
no
little
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among
ties been shaken
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agent for states
general
'Watson,
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searching
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simple
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"Standard'
northern
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over the case of D. P. Marti,
(Mutual Life Insurance company,
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and mining camps for her lov the
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to
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Fe conductor, who was tried on the ber
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from
returned
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er, who has been missing since last week's stay in
good prescription
pharmacy.
the city.
charge- of stealing from a box car spring, is Mettle Williams, daugh
It cleans the blood of all lmpurl
in a train of which he had charge. ter of a prominent .merchant at
Wm. Van Bruggen has bought of ties and nourishes the blood.
In
The jury in the case disagreed. escape Providence. R. I., who declares she F. E. Anderson of 'Raton, the eighty- - Just a few days the skin begins to
er-S- te
Marts realises his narrow
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City,
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Maxwell
known
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will not give up until she finds the
clear of sores, bolls and jlmples. It
from the penitentiary. All during his man nhe loves and can snare witn as the Jake Carlln place.
puts vigor and energy into run
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trial, which has just closed, he
him the life he must lead in trying
Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A Wood
Mr. and 'Mrs. C. A. Gllman, of 619 down .debilitated men and women.
for
nxlously studying the faces of the
recoup his fortune in the Pacific Noun Sixth street, are the happy For many years Sarsaparllla alone
Jury, and found little room for hope. to
parents of a. baby girl. The child has 'been considered a good Diooa
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
northwest.
individual ability and
In fact, he was surprised when the
medicine. Hut while It built up and
Alias Williams declines to give the was born last Sunday morning.
hours went by find no verdict had name
renew
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that
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and rame back and bladder
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been
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accounts for the superiority
oner, as he had received the letter In home
a brief letter, in which he explained
arrival of his daughter the usual patent medicines, which
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most
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the prosecution In the first trial had Ised bride that he would leave Mex for Lamy, where he expects to meet coctions. The Ingredients cost 'but
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he been dealing honestly, and there- lco and begin again, and she would her.
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view of the strong case made out by the determination of finding the man avenue, is on her way to her old rich blood
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Dandelion to tone
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to find he
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The resignation of A. Lovell, from satisfied and left.
Hard Times in Kansas.
Miss Williams believes he is some one of his attractive lectures.
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rise
took effect October
many noon and there being nothing on the prosperous Kansas of today; al
a well founded rumor to the effect although she has undergone exposcalendar for Immediate action, ad .hough a citizen of Codell, Earl
M. hardships and suffered from
that Mechanical Superintendent
Shamburg, has not yet forgotten
trips, Journed over until Wednesday.
J. Drury will succeed Mr. Lovell, ure in making long mountain
he encountered. He says
Up to the she has determined not to give up
Bays the Raton Range.
Jeckell, once a member o hardwastime
Fred
worn out and discouraged by Fine Clothing & Furnishing
present time nothing official has the search until she finds the man the Arm of Quler & Jeckell. left thl "I
night
coughing
and day, and could
can
loves
share with him afternoon for Garlup, where he will
and
been given out regarding the sue she
rind no relief till I trie. Dr. King'
Drury his poverty or riches ,as she finds begin the work or painting the
cessor of Mr. Lovell.
Mr.
county court house for which New Discovery. It took less than
has risen steadily since his Identifi- It.
bottle to completely cure me."
DeWitt's Carbolised Witch Hasel
Prospectors and timber
cation with the Santa Fe, and those
cruisers he was recently awarded a contract. one
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safest and most reliable cough Salve It gcod for little burns .and big
who Bhould know, do not deny that In the mining camps and forests east
B. T. P. U. The
The
members
of
the
It is probable that Mr. Drury will be of Spokane are giving Miss Williams of the First Baptist church will hold cure and lung and throat healer ever burns, small scratches
or bruises
discovered. Guaranteed by all deal
the next superintendent of motive every assistance in locating her lov an Important business meeting in ers.
Good! Let us plan your trip.
BOo and $100.
Trial bottle free, and big ones. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly.
power. Superintendent Drury made er, and have provided saddle and the church parlors this evening at
many close friends when he was pack horses lor her to make the 7:30. The members of the various
master mechanic here.
journey to the various camps, but
are requested to
Santa Fe has three trains
so far she has been able to obtain committeesto report.
only meager clews. However, she Is
t
Ken Safety Paper for Tickets.
A. t,. Hobbs and A. R. Stretcher
A. C. BO.ICKE and JOHN g. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
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Is of two colors, to that erasures
Too Proud to Return.
ADd you'r there tomorrow. The
last night on his way to Wlllard,
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a
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business of the scalpers.
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Andy Olson, a freight engineer
the remains of the late Father
I have enough money to share over
trip one long to be remembered--Jver- y
t'oudert, a venerable Catholic priest.
and extra passenger engineer on the here.
lot,
no
his
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matter
where
he
is
severely
burned while what he is doing to make a home.
US A CHANCE
south end, was
GIVE
On Thursday morning at 10 o'clock
on his engine Thursday of last week I know he loves me, while I well, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Marlon
comfort will be yours. Beau-Tifui- 1
by boiling oil. His eyes suffered I am looking for
Littrell at Raton, occurred the mar
him."
mostly by the explosion of the con
To figure on that bill of lumber.
riage or their daughter, Ollle M. Lit
fined oil which was datihed out by
trell, to Charles H. Stevenson, of Las
descriptive literature free.
Our lumber comes from our own
HOTEL, A1UUVAIS.
the force of steam on his head and
Vegas.
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mills located In the best body of
Although his eyes are
shoulders.
ed
Kev.
Bap
A.
iy
J. cutler, of the
Alvariulo.
severely burned as well as his face,
timber In New Mexico.
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Rlddeford, Me.; S. T. Kidder, querque, passed through here last
O. W. Yoacum. of 814 South Wal
night
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ter street. Is recovering from an op Boston; Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Burgeas, City, wherehershereturn
It will pay you to look into this.
had been visiting.
Denver; 'Wm. Weinberg, Denver; H.
eratlon performed at St Joseph
Mr.
Creagan
and
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now
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(Hagerman,
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J.
Roswell;
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hospital on Sunday for appendlcltl
fork, where Mr. Creagan is
and wife, Santa Rosa; M. E. Ash
and peritonitis.
the
He survived
RIO GRANDE LUMBER GO,
manager for the Postal Telegraph
operation with strength and Is now Malone. Denver; Fred Ruble, Den- company.
ver;
William Mann. Kaneas City; J.
considered out of danger.
A. T. & S. F. R, R.
Most Reverend Peter Bourgade.
Phone 8.
E. Goodman, Roswell; H. D. Stev
Cor. 3rd and Marquette
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sas City; Dr. J. J.
Sil Santa fe, preached Sunihiy at the
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for Haleyville, I. T., where he wen George F. Elmendorf, C.
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dorf, Elmendorf, N. M.; Francis I. stood
Catholiea.
His remarks
were prompted bv the recurrence of
Bert Brackett. chief clerk ut th Dee, Peoria, 111.; John Becker,
All .saints' day which will be comstore house here, has been tempor
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
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memorated next Friday, following
amy iranxrerred to Lialluti, where h
Mrs. J. J. White. Mrs. H. C. Vila", whlcn comes All Souls' day.
will fill the ponitlon of O. V. Ktant
m. a. MALL. Proprietor
The United States
civil service
division storekeeper ut that point Mrs. B. Blbo, Blbo, X. M.; J. X,
We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipIron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Care; ShaftBeaty. Manranola. Colo.: H Rogers, commission announces an examlna
who Is reriously ill.
ped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Vetal; Columns sad Iroa
San Francisco; J W. Akers, Santa Hon on November 2 7, 1907, at the
anything
that a first class planing mill la expected to do at reasonFronts for Buildings.
Thos. J. Tonge. master mechanic Ke; ailss M. P. Hunter. Chicago; s. places mentioned In the list printed
able prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
F. Ballin, El Paso; Mrs. B. Archi- hereon, to secure eilglbles from
for the El
m Bpoolmlty
at
Mmohlmory
Mill
and
on
Mlnlnn
Roomlro
mmMKWtotnstn
work.
was in Santa Ye for a visit bald, East Las Vegas; H. II. Simp which to make certification to fill
Albuquerque. N. K.
to Mrs, Tonge. who Is stopping at son. East Las Vegas: L. E. Dlsque. two vancles in the position of land o Foundry east side of railroad track.
Wilmrd: Ben Peckman
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
.
and wife. law clerk in the forest service, at SX3ex3tX3ex3ex?ex3ex3aX)aC0OXD
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the Palace hotel.
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qualification
similar
Samuel C. Shearer has been apGrand Central.
as they may occur in that service
pointed traveling passenger agent of
Tt. Eichwald,
31.
Eichwald, V.
with Montoya. Cuba, X. M.: H. L. Frank- and also the reclamation service.
the Denver and Rio (Iiande,
headquarters in Denver, vice C. A. lin. Gallup; O. M. Millett. Walsen-burDavidson.
Colo.; P. C. W. Xugent, Klrks- - THREE
THE
TEAMS HE
vnie, oio.
Fred Grafe and M. R. LafU-1dCralge.
boiler foreman and assistant boiler
The Four Andersons, Crystal: E,
TO
foreman, are back from their hunting Barela.
FOR FIRS! MONEY
S.
San Rafael;
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trip in the region about Grants.
Gray, Carlsbad; George I. Rellly, El
NeColorado,
Mining
M. Hopkins has returned from his
Savoy.
Tiii'Miii Ttmrimnu'iit t'lux-by IxhmI
Lurcher, Glass, Cement 2nd Rex FUntkota RaoHng
Denver,
California trip and has reHumed his
C. S. Bryan .Atlanta, Ga.; John
l
wlnuiii
s t ;
(f llutu-i-MForeto
as
General Car
clerk
duties
.
Powell,
Sharkey.
is
Thomas
Oil Ml II Ix'llsiiv
Falrmount.
TtlCHOII
man C. O. I rewfun.
Ind.; Glen Powell. Indiana; James
The Tmsoii base ball tournament
Alboqoerqae, New Mextco
First and Marqaette
Brown. Gallup; C. W. Hawkins. Own closed Sunday with three teams
Baritone.
er, Ky.: R.
A.
Vaughn, Billings,
with an average of .7&0, each
To check a cold quickly, get from Mont.; F. A. Meln. Berthond, Colo.
winning ihree games and losing one.
your druggist tome little Candy Cold
Itiiuglus won une mil Hermoslllo
Druggists
A
dvspep
fulled
to win liny of Ihe four games
Preventlcs.
called
weak tomnch. causing
Tablets
everywhere are now dispensing Pre- sla. a weak Heart with palpitation or ill which it played. The final game
Through the fertile San Luif valley; also to the San
AND FINISHERS' SUPPLIES
ventlcs. for thev are not only safe, intermittent pulse. always mean was won by Tucson bv u score of 3
BUILDERS
Juan country of Colorado,
2,
prompt.
to
Ijouglus tuklng the little end of
weak stomach nerves or weak Heart
but decidedly certain and
service,
rules,
1'ieventlc contain no Quinine, no nerves. Strengthen these Inside or Ihe score. The flrt three prises
descriptive
to
aa
train
For information
Pulnt None
iHxaiive, nothing harsh nor sickening. controlling nerves with Dr. Shoop's I7&0. $350 and fit0 was divided
Native and ChUwgo Lumber. Stirrwln-WUliam- a
literature, etc., call on or addriBs
how quickly etjUully between ItUbee, Tucson and
Taken at the "sneeze stage" PrevenRestorative
and tee
Building Tapir, l'lastcr, Uuns Cement, Glass, Sash, Poors, Etc.,
BronPhoenix,
Pneumonia,
prevent
disappear.
tlcs will
each taking $450. I'ettigrew
these
aliments
Etc.. Etc.
Grippe, etc.
Hence the Snoop, of Racine. Wis.. will mall the Hisbee centertielder, and Captain
chitis.
F. H. McBRIDE,
S. K. HOOPER,
name, Prevents. Good for feverish samples free. Write for them. A Yohe lead in the bulling, their average
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
for the tournament being LOO.
children.
G. P. & T. A., Denver, Col.
it Preventlcs 15 cent. test will tell. Your health Is cer
C. DALDR1DCE
Trial boxes S cents. Sold by all tainly worth this simple trial. Sold Hoy Corhan led the Tucson bunch
'.wih a percentage of .2!t.
by all dealers.
tealers.
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DO IT NOW

Money For Entertainment of
Mining Men Has
Been Raised.

DO IT NOW

I
im

Aid
from Quarter to ball in Stores and Ranges,
Enamel md Tlowan, Nickel aid Silverwan, Scissors.
Razors and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Snerf Hard-wa-

n,

Mechanics' Tools

The $10,000

Joplln,
Mining
needed for the American
Congress which Is to 'meet at Joplln
on November 2, has been raised and
preparations for the congress are
well adveanced.
The homes of the city have been
generously offered to care for the
overflow from the hotels, showing a
genulness of hospitality found only
The Auditorium
in mining camps.
be
In which the meetings are to
held seats 3,000 people, while the
mineral display close by will be
worthy any mining camp In the
states.
Zinc
One mine, the Continental
Co., have generously offered to stop
latwo
day,
hours
each
the
that
for
dles In attendance on the congress
may have the pleasue of visiting
the underground development." This
company's holster is equipped with
a cage that Is absolutely dry. It Is
officially announced that there will
be 1,000 members, delegates and visitors In attendance.
While the output for 1908 show
290.000 tons of ore, and that of 1873
amounted to only 1,000 tons prodistrict,
the
duced In the entire
ground Is as yet but scratched by
mines, a fact evident to any one
visiting the camp. Some 'Portions of
the district never prospected before
.have been drilled during the past
summer and shown to be good ore
bearing ground. In the earlier mining before the drill came Into use
the expense of sinking a, shaft was
often a total loss, now the drill tells
a different story, as it locates the
ore, and the mine U often planned on
paper ere a spade of dirt Is moved.
In 1873 zinc sold for $9.00 per
ton and the average price for 1906
was $43.24; the highest for the year
was $47.38 last January, and the
lowest $40.61 in May of that year.
The highest paid for line In 1907
was $48.66 In February and the
lowest S40.ll In September, the latter price being one of the direct results of the financial depressions of
the country.
Record or District.
The total output In pounds of
lead and zinc In the various camps
districts for
of the Missouri-Kans1906 is as follows:
Webb City and Cartervllle, zinc
val187,068.940;
lead 44,777,120;
Mo., Oct. 29.
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ROLLICKING GIR I" AT

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

ELK'S OPERA HOUSE TO
s

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
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i

Established 1888

Incorporated 1903

219 West Gold

Flro Insurance

Agents for the best lire
Insurance companies. Teh
ephone ue the amount you
want on your resldense
and household good. It
la danteroue to delay.
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Zinc,

3.362.730;
$231,430.
Carthage Zinc,
7,455,040;
123,690; values. $180,280.
130,
Baxter Springs Zinc, 6.419
lead, 1.040. 150; values, $178,191
lead,
Mitchell Zinc, 4,567,910;
677.490; values, $130,550.
Zinclte Zinc. 3,087,350; lead,
values, $72,720.
lead,
Stott City Zinc, 2.271,430;
39.270; values, $51,890.
1,294,320;
Springs Zinc,
Cave
lead. 8.160; values, $27,800.
Central City Zinc, 752,520; lead,
17.720; values. $16,620.
Wenlworth Zinc, 717,270;
lead.
4,400; values, $15,110.
648,730;
Springfield Zinc.
lead,
88.000; valuec, $18,270.
459,110,
values,
Sarooxie Zinc,
$9,300.
Keods Zinc, 174,860; values,

value,

86,-61- 0;

$1.2211.

Carl Junction

ues.

$2,120.

Zinc,

92,140;

val-

KEEP

hit, "The Olrl of My Own Town"
and which is a brilliant exploitation
of beautiful young women and costumes, entailed an expense of
One of the dances In the theatre scene cost $9,000.. These dresses and accessories have to be renewed at least twice a season, so It will
be Been the responsibility of running
a big show like this can be assumed
only by a manager willing to spend
money like water. The money comes
"The Rollicking
back of course.
Girl" played to $62,000 on Its first
at
the
weeks
Herald Hquare
four
theatre.

YOIXG
How to

MEN'S CliOTlLKS.
a Suit or Overcoat am!
lie (Sure to Oct the Host.

FATAL

FOR
i

RAILROAD
Interstate Commerce

Com-

mission Says Such Policy
Must Be Eliminated.

0.

IT HANDY

p

sub-scri-

Everything good we buy nowadays
has to have some kind of & stamp
or label on It, backed by the repu
tation ana guarantee oi tne maker.
one can never know
Otherwise
whether the article is what it pretends to 'be or not.
This is more particularly true of
clothes than almost anything else.
And unless a young man goes to a
dealer
who
guaranteed
handles
clothes, the product of some manufacturer of .high reputation like
Stein & Co., of Chicago,
he cannot ibe sure of getting garments with the right style, fit or
wearing quality.
The Ederhelmer-fltel- n
label Is the
best known mark of superior clothing. The way this firm makes its
goods puts snore value In its guarantee than Is to be found in most
names on clothing. Before the
label goes Into a garment, the patterns are carefully selected, goods examined and shrunk,
cut by experts and many steps taken to secure perfection In the making, particularly 'between the lining
and outside, which you cannot see,
but which Is the work that produces
permanent
good
appearance
and
durability.
So for these reasons it is the safest way to buy clothing by looking
for the label of the manufacturer;
and It's well to settle on the
label if you want the
best.
STACY AND CO. IX BCSrVESS
AGAIN.
FRONT DOOR C'LOSKU
FOR FEW 1AVS, PENDING IN.
VOICK OF OLD STOCK AND Alt.
RAN lF.M I0NT OF OUR NF.W LINK.
CALL AT KIDF. DOOR OR PHOXK
741. 325 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
in

Uig

For rent

parts of city.
for list.

OUTLAWED

leaguers Ostracised for Playing
Hall In California Stat

law-abidi-

Out cf Slcht.
"Out of sight, out of mind." Is an
old saying which applies with special
force to a sore, burn or wound that's
been treated with Bucklen's Arnica
Salve.
It's out of sight, out of mind
and out of existence. Piles too and
chilblains disappear under its healing influence. Guaranteed
by all
aeaiers. sue.
ee Charle
For upholstering
L.
Keppek, 817-i- a tuuth Second.

,

ire

Miser's
G.

FOR SALE.
$2SoO

FOR SALE.
lots with two
brick business houses. Oood
Investment, with certainty of

$0000

In, different

Call at

ofHc

speedy advanoo in vilye.

.

.

FOR

brick residence

with large grounds of finest
garden land. Barn and poultry houses. Fruit and shade
trees. Within thres blocks of
street railway.

FOR RENT.

New TorK, Oct. 29. According to
the ukase of the supreme court of
baseball, Hal Chase, Oeorge Morlar-ty- ,
Stricklett, Ham Mertes and Jimmy Whalen now belong to as daring
a gang of outlaws as ever rode in
and nhot up a
and
peace-lovin- g
diamond.
Chase, Moriarty, et el., are picking
up winter, spending money by playing star roles on the California Htate
league. An edict sent out of the office of Garry Hermann declares the
league an enemy to
California
organized baseball, and says that
any big league players who help it
along by participating In the games
will be fined $100 and stand In danger of being blacklisted until the
end of time.
Local 'baseball men say that
Chase, Morlarty and others have no
right to engage in such business,
aside from its being the act of outlaws.
As they draw large salaries
from the big league club. It is argued that they have no right to sign
a second contract and take the
chances of being so Injured
that
they can not report for duty next
spring.

BiKOU ID RIGIUTCR CO., Atlanta,

.bargain for this week
residence, modonly;
ern. In fourth ward. Nearly
S
lawn
new,
full lots, fin
and shade, barn. Eaqr pay
ments. .Location very

Houses

Is to love children, and no home
can be completelj happy without them, yet the ordeal through
which the expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering-danger and fear that she looks forward
to the critical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its pene
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
ill unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for tht
ordeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little suffering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per '
Cook containing
bottle of druggists.
valuable information mailed free.
THE

1XJH SAIitt.

A

$3330

STARS
ARE

Price $25.00 Per Acre

-

$6,-00- 0,

St-lo-

$556,135.-71for 1906 Zinc.
78,206,680.
Lead,
Values,
$15,102,440.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 29. "Speculapart of the
And as yet but
ground tested by the drill has been tive financing,"
as a controlling
opened up.
factor in railroading, was denounced
J. B. HARRISON.
as fatal to the prosperity of the railMining Camp Correspondent.
roads and the country by E. E. Clark
Stomach troubles. Heart and Kid- member of the Interstate Commerce
ney ailments can be quickly correct- Commission, In an address delivered
known to last night before the Traffic club.
ed with a prescription
druggists everywhere as Dr. Snoop's Going
into the cause of the present
Restorative.
The prompt and surand money troubles, as they
prising relief which thLs remedy Im- stock
affect the railroads, Mr. Clark demediately brings Is entirely due to clared
that it was not President
Its Restorative action upon the con- Roosevelt's
policy, but the policy of
trolling nerves of the Stomach, etc. the
lawbreakers, who have been exSold by all dealers.
posed, that are to blame for the
"Hurry." The president's policy, he
said, was that of a "square i.al,"
and those who wished to profit by It
should also be willing to give one.
failrailroads have
It Is a splendid idea to always ed "The
to keep up facilities for moving
kH-a hoi lie of the Hitters in the freight
with the Increasing buslne.-- s
medicine cheat, for some member of of
said Mr. Clark.
the family may be taken with a sud- "Thisthe la country,"
partly due to the unpreceden attack of Stomach, Liver or dented Increase
in
the volume of
Bowel trouble.
A few dosee of Uio business to he handled.
The more
famous
Important reason, however, is the
speculative financing which, almost
Hostetter's
without exception, controls the country's railroad. Roads probably never will keep pace with busings deStomach
velopment until they cease to be opas speculations. It Is ImperaM
Bitters erated
tive that they furnish proper facilities
getting on a solid business
for
taken at the first
symptom will give basis.
persons have declared It Is
relief. It hai the"Many
RTnMJrii prompt
president's policy which is reyears' record sponsible
a
for present difficulties In
back of it, and
the financial world. Thev hold the
guarantee It pure. president responsible for the shrinkage In values, saying his policy has
It cures
frightened Investors. I do not
Flatulency,
to this belief. If it were true,
however. It should not move the
Sick Headache,
president one iota from his purpose
of prosecuting violators of the law.
Indigestion,
Railroad speculation by state
and
national government, each
In
its
Dyspepsia
proper sphere, U essential. Such regCostheness,
ulation must be firm, sane, reasonable and Just. The railroads must
Chills, Colds
make uniform rules, not necessarily
the same at all seasons of the year,
and Female Ills.
us
business changes
with the
Be sure to ajwayi months, but uniform to all shippers.
the
railroads are not strong
"If
St keep it handy.
enough to make and enforce such

Total

on

All under ditch, and sixty
virgin soil free from alis
cultivation.
land
Remainder of
acresunder
kali, and suitable for meadow, alfalfa and gardening. Good location
for a colony. Splendid investment for dividingup and selling in small
tracts, or by putting it all under cultivation. Will average 125 tons of
hay and alfalfa per annum at present.

J

rules, the national government must
step In and assume a measure of BASEBALL
control In their affairs."

SPECULATION

$4,-16- 0.

Morgan Country Zinc,
240,000,
lead, 7,930; values. $3,920.
Flayter Zinc. 169,230; lead,
values $3,460.
values,
55,660;
Diamond Zinc,

'.?W5-H-v.-.:-

over $12,000 worth
of "features"
were secured to take their place. A
may
"feature"
not extend over ten
or fifteen minutes of the performance, but streams of money are required to make It bloom and flourish.
A man like Charles Frohman
need have no fear of the Andrew
Carnegie bugaboo of dying rich
while he pours dollars on the stage
as has been done in the case of
"The Rollicking Girl." The dresses
alone, for one of the discarded specIn the original production
ialties
cost $32,000.
The march of the
Cuirassiers, which precedes the song

There's nothing In the amusement
world that cosu bo much as u musical show when (produced on a large
scale. Figures speak In this Instance and they speak with convincing eloquence. .Take that most successful production of this sort, "The
Rollicking Girl,' 'In which Snita Edwards and seventy odd other fun
makers will come to the Elks' opera house tonight.
When the play was first produced,
lead, summer before last, Charles Froh-ma- n
expended $70,000 on It even belead fore It waa tried "on the dogs," New
York only a week Intervening '
0;

0.

Duenweg

es-ta-

Iq a body within six miles of Albuquerque.

$5,931,620.
Zinc,

3.834.680;

Abstrast of title turn'
Ishedon Bernalillo County proporerty on short notice. The only eet of abstract books that la up to
date. Prices reasonable.

1000 Acres of Valley Land

13.507.160;

5258,010.

ADGTffACTG

LOANS

Have negotiated loana
on Albuquerque real te
lor the peat 20 yeare,
without a alngle iota to
loaner. Safety and satls-factito both parties.

tmaFOR 3ALE.sm

Joplln

136.685,490;
lead
values, $3,619,075.
Gallna
and Kmpire Zinc,
170.160; lead, 8,408.960; values,
55ft, 245.
Alba and Neck City Zinc, 60,279,-24lead, 709,760, values, $1,275,-00Badger Zinc, 28,374,380;
86,920,
values.$642,610.
30.195,810;
lead,
Aurora Zinc,
690.100, values, $565. ,140.
Oranby Zinc,
21.674.050;
lead,
I, 250.000; values. $409,810.
Spurgeon and Spring City Zinc,
values,
II. 570.610; lead, 1,777,980;

Telephone 10

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

as

ues

M. R. Summers, Secy.

Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

J.- - M.

BALE.

Railroad frontage property. West side of Banta Fs
track, 76x300 fest cm corner.
Very desirable tit coal jsrds,
or other business requiring
ids tracks. Close In.

$2800

FOR SALE.
cottage,
$1800 Modern
i lot close In., Easy

I

'Ji

The St. Elmo

I

AMERICAN

W.

CONGRESS
S11-S1-

Nov.

11,

S

Wklss

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Ptop't,
m0neoee0Me0eoe0e0m
120 West Railroad Arena

MINING
Joplin, Mo.

Finest

a A Ml La:

A NO
CLUB mjoohtm

a. PATTERSON

West Silver Avenno.
AUiUyilKKQCE.

NEW MEXICO,

Telephone

to 17, 1907

ssssssssssstsssssssssss
:

RATE

-:-

-

$38.35
To Joplin and Return

Date of Sale

Nov. 8, 9, and 10
Return Limit Nov. 20
T. E. PURDY, Agent

$UCCE$$
THEY SAY NOTIIIXO SUCCEED

IJKE SCOCE.

I SIPI'OSB THIS IS TUCK. HIT IS ORDER TO
HAVE SOME
l'CCES WITH WHICH TO SUCCEED IT IS NECESSAItY TO HAVE SOME OTHER
THINGS. OXE OP THESE IS BRAINS, AND
AX-OTH-

IS SOME MONEY.

WE DO NOT FUR-

NISH BRAINS IX SETS, BUT A FERUSAX OP
OUR COLUMNS WILL SHINE UP THE ONES YOU
HAVE, AND AX ADVERTISEMENT IX THE
EVENING CITIZEN WILL CO A LONG WAY
SUPPLYING THE DINERO.

Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup is
a safe, sure and prompt remedy for
coughs and colds, and la good for
every member of the family. Sold
by J. H. O'Klelly.
or Rent."
Card signs, "Rooms
"Board," etc.. for sals
the offlce ot
Th Evening ClUsen.
Bring us your yon worar. frleet
the very lowest and the work villi
stand lnspc;on anywhere. Budness
soeeiatty.
and rsd'ins; cardf

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE

fSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS$SSS9S.SSS.

ST.

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

WHAT DOES IT COST YOU TO 'LIVE?

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By (he Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
On year by mall In advance
On month by mall
One motiih by carrier within city Ilmlui

$6.00
50
00

Entered an Becoml class matter at the Postoffle
Mder Act of Congress of March S, 1879.
--
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BLUE POINTS

.
Service.

"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

1

Form the arlstrocrncy among oyster. No others equal them
Higher
in delicacy of flavor or In purity of tholr white meat.
prices are asked for tlicm as tlicy arc considered by epicures to be
the rlioicest oysters obtainable.
The only Blue Folnt bed In the Vnlted States arc located In
the Great South Bay, on tho south whore of Long Island. Tills bay
by the Atlantic and numerous streams of cold, simrkling
Is
spring water from the Long Is la ml whore. There are no cities or
factories along this shore, so that tho water is entirely pure and
freo from contamination.
t
Carriers direct from the
We obtain our Blue Point In
packers In Ijoiu; Island. Shipments daily.
f--

tffie GC6uquerque Way
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FURNISHING!

Cash, of

installment

To Sec Is toJBuy

S

A w. M. w.

t w. vt
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Keol-Jilp-

As a reporter for The
Albuquerque Is a (rood old town to live In.
iuzen sioua in ine iuuuy( qi a aochi uhuh. una iii'ji urns,
mri'u " k
to the window and said:
days.
Just give
"Good morning I see money Is a little tight these
me that note, will you. I'm not rich but I've got a little money hnndy and
I can Just as well take up that note and put my coin Into circulation. Of
course, I may have to call on you again later on but right now, I'm not In
need of this money."
The man took his note, placed It In a battered old pocket book and
left the bank.
There was several thousand dollars more In circulation
'Does that happen often?" asked the reporter of the man at the
--

dicker.

'

'

.

..
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We Meet All Competition!!!
ABOUT TOWN j
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THE CUB'S CORNER:
ANOTHER GlESS COMING.
Where the car track
Crossed the mudhole
Stoo a man with spotless vest,
witn a look tienlgu
And manner kind.
A preacher you'd have guessed.

Pcetls
for
Oct. 28. J. W. Moya and wife
to Nabor Gonzales, 20 varas of
land In precinct No. 12, 1100.
Nabor Oonzales and wife to
Pa'cual Catlgnola, a piece of
land north of Albuquerque, $60.
Pascuel Cutlgnola to Aban
Sandoval, a piece of land In
No. 12. $100.
Surety Investment
to
Co.
Orcen Watson, lot 17, block 38,
Perea addition, $150.
Surety Investment
to
Co.
Oreen Watson, lot 18, block 28,
addition,
Perea
$10.
Limmie M. Donahue and husband to George E. Kennedy, lot
3, block 18, Huning
Highland
addition.
Oct. 29. FrRnk B. Schwentk-e- r
and wife to Ralph N. Van
Sant, lots 12 and 13, block 5,
Perea addition.

Where the car track
Crossed the mudhole.
Came a hack on a hurry up call,
a pint or DiacK
Struck the vest ker smack,
ay, he wasn't a preacher at all.

pre-clen- ct

OVIl

KTHEXt'Ol'S

What's the scurry.
And the flurry.
Just Curry
In a hurry. '"

All Stoves and Ranges
6 inch Stove Pipe - 6 Inch Stove Pipe Elbows

--

-

25 per cent discount
- - 9c Joint
- - - - 8c Joint

Get Our Prices Before Buying

McINTOSH HARDWARE GO

GOVERNOR.

a

mntiinitiitM

Fresh Brussels sprout at Richlleu
Grocery Co.
In police' court last evening W. J.
Phillips, was fined $5 for being drunk
and disorderly.
Born, yesterday to Mr. and Mrs.
C. 11. Oilman, of 619 North Sixty
street, a girl baby.
A marriage license was issued to
day to Bernarda Sanchez and Natl
vidad Gonzales, both of Atrlsco.
Mrs. James Mitchell left today for
her home in St. Louis after spend
ing a month visiting O. J. Kraemer,
of 714 East Iron avenue.
Andres Alvares pleaded guilty in
police
court this morning to the
charge of being drunk on the streets
and was fined 5, which he paid.
Two ponies, which were found at
large a week ago and which were
taken to the Trimble livery stable for
Fufo keeping, are still unclaimed.
Martin Murphv. of Gallun. left
Sunday for Kansas City, where he
will attend the funeral of Michael
H. Murphy, a brother, who died In
Philadelphia October 23.
Martin Ryan has purchased two
residence lots in the Huning High
land addition. In the vicinity of 1st.
Joseph's
hospital.
Consideration
i00.
Mr. Ryan contemplates 1m
proving the property by building a
residence.
J. S. Mactavlsh, manager for the
Becker-Blackwcompany of Magdalena, is In the city looking for
cars In which to ship SO, 000 sheep
from Magdalena to northern Colo
rado, where they will be fed thla
winter for market,
company
"The Rollicking
Girl"
to
which cornea
the Elks' opera
house tonight la as breezy a comedy
drama as will be seen ut the Elks
opera house this season. The coin- puny carrlea about forty people and
a strong chorus.
It should be a
good drawing card.
.

ell

"My dear old mother, who Is now
e
years old, thrives
on
Electric Bitters," writes W. B. Brun-soof Dublin, Ga. "She has taken

eighty-thre-

n.

them for about two years and enjoys
an excellent appetite,
reels strong
and sleeps well." That's the way
Klictrlo Bitters affect the aged, and
the same happy results follow In all
eases of female weakness and general debility. Weak, puny children too,
are greatly strengthened
by them.
may
enforcement
The
of the Sunday law
be nil right, and no douM It Guaranteed also for stomach, liver
kidney troubles, by all dealers,
U in most respects, but it ought to be tempered with the
of Just a little mid
50c.
horse serine, which Is required in the enforcement of any law.
Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mulled out free, on request, by Dr.
An Arizona paper gives the weather
a week In advance.
We use Slioup,
Wis. These tests are
to be able to do that in New Mexico, but nut any more.'
Ifim never can proving Racine,
to the
people without a
tell when It is going to pour down rain.
pinny's cost
the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
After (Hning at Russian. Japanese and Chines banquet f.ir several druggist everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Remedy. Sold by all deal
months, a good old New Mexico range grown porterhouse smothered In Catarrh
ers.
onions will probably look good to Tuft.
lIAIIt DKKKHKIt AND CHIROPO
Arizona Star: Oeronimo Is now posing us an old man full of sorrows
DIST.
Had he obtained his deserts years ago, he would be a dead
and regrets.
Mrs. Bambl, at ner parlors oppo
man full .of government lead.
He the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, I prepared to give
The Sunday closing Is said to increase the attendance at the churches, thorough scalp treatment, do hair
Why not pass a law making attendance at church compulsory and go buck dressing, treat corns, bunions and in
growing nails.
She gives massage
to tbe dark ages again?
treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
own
preparation
Bambini's
of com
Just because I nele Joe Caunun could kick a foot bull seventy-fiv- e
feet plexlon cream builds up the skin
and awear like a mule whacker, doesn't mean that he has energy enough to Improves the complexion, and andIs
handle the big stick.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
an exchange.
"Mr. Rockefeller has Ideas," u
That Isn't all John ana prevents dandruff and hair fall
Ing out; restores life to dead hair;
P. has either.
removes moles, warts and lUDcrfluoua
Massager treatment by vibrator
A New York couple eloped in a hand car.
And in thU day of autos, hair.
any blemish of the
macnines.
too!
lace, can and consult Mrs. Bambini.
u--

Not Going Out of Business

.

"Several of "em In here already this morning," wa the reply.
That's why AlThat was a demonstration of the Albuquerque spirit.
buquerque Is a good town to live in.
The organization of a local clearing house association by our bankers
last evening was taken In the right light and the right pplrit by the citiEvery one knows that the four banks in this city are In prime finanzens.
cial condition, both os regards buslners, deposits, securities and assets of all
Rut It Is
kinds.
There Is no feeling of alarm over the local' situation.
Imply a business proposition to keep the money In circulation.
Since it
la almost Impossible for a few days to secure shipments of currency from
Outside In very large quantities, owing to the fact that In other places, the
people tied up all the money possible, fearing Wall street, it 4s very neces-- .
nary that all the money in this city should be kept going and not diverted
Irom proper channels.
i ;
The business men and the citizens generally, who were Interviewed to-- 1
day by Citizen reporters, realized that It was the only thing to go.
There la no panic anywhere only a lack of confidence In certain high
' financiers who have had it coming for a long time which resulted in a
! money
stringency.
This condition will be relieved fully within a few days
It will
nd all the wealth mongers In the country can not prevent It.
j
At the sarde time
teach them a leeson that will undoubtedly be of benefit.
'
It won't do any one any' particular harm so long as that certain one la in
' a, legitimate
business and conducting a square transaction.
','
t Locally the stringency has not been felt not In the least- - To prevent
i the possibility of It even being felt, the bankers last evening took the one
, course to protect the public.
i ,
The only hard times are on Wall street And Wall street Is nothing
n
j more than a. misty
to Albuquerque and the southwest.
It cap
i
not affect this city one way or the other to any great extent and our finaa-- S
f '
cial institutions are as solid1 as rocks.
v
The people of this city are leaving their money In circulation and they
have not the fear and the timidity of the rabbits on the streets, who keep
n ear to the ground for every sign of a manipulation' and then ru-- h to
' the banks to withdraw their deposits until the rumbling ceases.
In the
first place there are no panics possible In Albuquerque for our local banks
do business on too conservative a ha Is.
The only thing that could happen
would be a run on one or more of our Institutions which might tie up the
available currency, take it out of circulation and work considerable harm
to business interests even more than to 'our bankar , With the 'association
la charge and with the precautions taken by our bankers, this is no longer
to be feared.
The step really appears unnecessary except as an extreme precaution.
The people of this city understand condition too well, they know their
bankers too well and they have too big a fund of good horse sense to pre
cipitate a business stringency by any such foolish capers.
'
The Associated Press reports as a rule are pretty reliable and the re
porters who secure the facta for' the association are a level headed set of
newspaper men who have been in the mill too long to make a mistake,
They are showing up the Wall Street fiasco In proper light for the most part
and they are not becoming unduly excited over a condition to which the
people of the country hold the key.
t : There la too much wealth in the middle west and in the west for Wall
street to affect Its institutions. The people are too well fixed financially
to pay much attention to a set of market manipulators.
There will be
no panic in this country until the people precipitate It and the people never
precipitate a panic.
John Smith can trust Bill Jones because he knows
Bill, but when Mr. High Financier meets Mr. High Financier it is a case
dog."
Albuquerque 1s not cursed with high financiers and her
of dog eat
usual conservative business policy will prevail now and all the time.
The city is fortunate in possessing level headed bankers and business
men, who are the heads of institutions no one need fear in a financial
stringency.
Panic Is ell bosh so .far as we are concerned.
Albuquerque has enough
money to do business on, so long as she uses It conservatively and that Is
.way
what she In doing today.
Its the Albuquerque
and that is what makes
Albuquerque a good place to live In.
The following statement by the members of the local clearing house,
1b concise and puts the situation squarely before the people.
If anything,
' it is more conservative
than the situation necessitates:
. "In
view of the action taken by all the banks in New York. Chicago,
St. Louis, Denver and all the leading cities of the country, the undersigned
banks of Albuquerque have organized a Clearing House association, and In
conformity with the rules adopted by the Clearing House association. In all
the leading cities of the United States, have agreed that no money will for
the present be sent out of Albuquerque, and cash will not be paid out on
I
deposits except In reasonable and limited amounts until conditions Justify
!
modification of this agreement.
Checks and drafts against balances will
- be honored through the clearing house In the usual manner, when damped
Payable only through Albuquerque clearing house.
(Signed)
"FIRST NATIONAL BANK.
"Ry Frank McKee. Cashier,
i
"BANK OF COMS1KKCB,
."By W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier.
.
"STATE NATIONAL BANK.
,
"By II. II. Collier, Cashier.
"MO.NTEZl'MA
TIU'ST
COMPANY.
"By W. H. Oillenwater, President."
has-bee-
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AXnrQCETlQrE CITIZEN IS:
The leading Itrpubllcan dally and weekly newspaper ot the Southwest.
The advocate of Republican principles and tlie "Square Deal."

THK AMICQCEROCE tlllZEX HAS:
The nnert equipped job department In New Mexico.
The latest re porta by Associated Prena and Auxiliary New
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Pitchers full of rfch creamy milk dozens of frefhly laid eggs beef
A genuine
killed on the range.
Fish and game and pure mountain alf.
The Pecos
old ranch house nestling In the prettiest valley In New Mexico.
Saddle, horses, guns,
river filled with mountnln trout right at the door.
fishing tackle, traps and dogs at your service.
There l not a more ideal
place to rest, recuperate and ttt the real life of the west anywhere in the
world.
The round up is now on and the horses from the range will be broken
In a few weeks. ' Every minute teems with a new and wholesome Interest
for you If you have never lived on a ranch
Dally stage to the railway station.
YOU COULDN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK
IF YOU TRIED.
If you have come west to pend the winter, don't stay In town, .Inquire
this office or address The Valley Ranch, Pecos, New Mexico.

TH3E

,

Tvr.snw. otTourn

of Albuquerque, N. M.,

The only llltitrtxl dally nownmper lit New Mexico and the best
vertising medium of the Southwest.

'

CITIZEN.

An Albuqueroue business man was
stiinding on the corner contentedly
soaking up the drizzle the other day.
New Mexito should be nroud of
its rainfall.
What a blessing it Is.
How glad, we should be to tee all

these, liberal outpourings
of the
blessed dews of heaven to germinate
our broad, acres and garnish
our
bills and valleys with voluptuous
green "
Just then a bespattered Individual
wearing a harrassed look, hove in
sight.
"What's that! Whew! Just call
off thotei paean of raoture u few
tofster as a special
day, .will
tavor
.

to.-nnyjj-

Clothes for Little Men;
AND YOUNG MEN

.

yi

u

NOTICE: Tha, following was written
three months. ago and has been on
the copy hook every since. If the
clouds have cleared away and the
fun is shining when you read It
don't blame nie. A fellow can't be
a cub and a weather profit both.
When the ram
softly
tin tne shingles overhead.
And the chilly air has gathered all
around.
And the day's work all Is finished,
Arid you've settled down to rest
Don't you like to sit and listen to.
its sound.

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING
IS A HOBBY OF OURS
We aim to have the choicest styles and the best display.. This
makes our Children's Clothing Department the favored place when
Our stock Is at
mothers are making selection for their little men.
prefnt teeming with the brightest and best things from the

World's

Best Maker of Ederheimer stein & Go.

O

Stand up." roared the police Judge
he swept his eyes over the three
"drunk and disorderly" charges on
the docket.
"What's your name?"
"Bill Shout," grunted number one.
"Five dollars for making a pig of
ycurself Mr. Shoat. Next."
"Sam Wrenn," chirped the second.
"Five dollars, or eat crow in the
lock-uMr.
Robin or Wrenn
next time don't fly so high. Next."
a

p,

Getting hysterical for fear Albuquerque will not be prepared for the
Irrigation Congress next fall sounds
a little wearisome to the men who
have carried the brunt of the city's
public entertainment In the pa-t- .
Albuquerque has never fallen down
yet. It only remains for something
big to demonstrate what she can
really do.
Here's to the: "Land of Sunshine,"'
The birds ami flowers and trees.
And nothing's liner than the green
grass on the, ground,
But there's a ralnboy in each raindrop.
And there's music when they f. ill.
And a lulluby to slumber In their
sound.
The city scavenger seems to think
the council handed him the dirty
end of It.
And the council seems to think the
Job needs a little cleaning up.
Meanwhile the people, ale beginning to snlit a bad odor from some
source.
Some people would pass up their
last chance with good old Saint Peter Just to get even with a dear enemy. And tome people will covertly
New
Mexico's salvation
knocw
someone
they
statehood because
don t like Is supporting It.
Gradually the law is curtailing our
liberties. Giving a bill of sale for
another mill's cattle almost sent a
man to the pen the other day.
NtynCE CIIANCK OF DATK.
Second eiilertaiiiiiient of tho Midland l.jeeiiiu CiHirMt IViilay eveiiimr,
Cougrerntliiutl ctiurch.
Nov.
1st..
Colored Jubilee Kutgvrt and Mule
HtainU among
Quartet.
This troll
sal f actlio IhX a ik I gave exce-llculuUauquit Mwmblyt
tion aiiMing
Ibis MMt Marion. Mr. W. A. IUiiii,
the fumous homo. Is with tho troup.
Admission CO wills.

M. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING

.EDUCTION tSAIL
PEA
We propose to reduce our

HID

Grade
Pianos, and during tne nest ten days
will sell pianos at BARGAIN PRICED
Tlhe Question Uss Are you interested in
buying a Piano? If you are, come and
see us. First come first clhoice P p
HigJfo

P EAH

t

ttltrtlfitl
V
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with
familiar
Bookkeeper,
most Intricate svstems, wants 4
evening Work. Expert. Address
H"
Bookkeeper,' care Citlsen.

ILearnarb

.ILinbemann
206 WEST GOLD AVENUE
--
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TCKSOAY. OCTOBER
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CLUB HOUSE
3
GOODS WILL

B

5

H
M

2
3

SUIT
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Keeping step with Hie mow projrredve Vvng House ol tlic
complete line of good suitable for
Country, we arc carry Ins;
Brilliant Oit Glass,
Holiday, Wedding, and Anniversary Gift".
Inlnty' Hand Painted China, Rich Iicather Good, rwilnty Perfume in Cut Glass Bottles, Toilet Sets, Shaving Set, Toilet Water,
Hmho, Mirrors and Toilet Articles In single pieces or seta. Handling tlce goods in large quantities we are able to meet any competition.
jf. B. Our Prescription and Pru Departments always In charge
of expert rogbiercd pluirmuclfit.

:
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change.

SPECIAL

3

He

O'RIELLY CO.

EOPLE ENDORSE

g
ACTION

Fresh Dairy Butte twice a weea n
H
Matthew' jersey farm.

OF THE

K from

I A. J. MALOY I
(Continued From Paso One.)

3 bankers and

P

one stated that It
course to pur
sue to protect local business men
and local depositors of the banks. Fo lowing are a rew oi tne maicmpn' marie bv business men when
aked about the action of the bankers:
,
Protection for Everybody.
was the best thing that could
'It
everyr
of
protection
happen fdr the
body who owns any property whatever. The banks here have plenty
of funds and In following the lead
of
of the eastern banks In making useare
clearing house certificate, they
adopting tne wisest course- oi iuun
It is jusi as easy
possible.
to conduct a business by checks as
It Is with cash." J. A. Weinman, of
the Golden Rule.
was the only proper

fTtKIIIIITTTTtTTTtlllim
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Baked Chicken
Oyster Dressing and
Cranberry Sauce
attfce

Columbus
Motel
TOMORROW

STUMPING

page

SAN LOSING

FRANCISCO FOR

PRESENCE

MIND COST BOY
HIS

LANGDON

Attorney Declares
Will

That

Prosecute Calhoun
To The Best Of

Lo Angeles

He

LIFE
For the Man of the House
Nothing is more Popular now than a

John Crathcrs Could Have
Fallen From Coal Car
And Been Saved.

Chiffonier or a Dache
lot's Wardrobe

confidence In the banks
is small likelihood of a panic."
E. L. Washburn.

Only Tiling Proper.
"The present condition In the fme
world has not scared
any and I don't think it will. I firmly believe the banks have done the
only proper thing to do." W. L
Edgar, of the Imperial Laundnry.
inancial

"I don't think Albuquerque will
be affected by the conditions In the
enst. yet it was a vise action of the
banks in seeking to forestall any
possible unforseen condition
that

may have arisen. The banks have
acted wisely In taking this early step
to safeguard
this clty."i Jay A.
Hubbs, of the Hubbs Laundry.
A Good Safeguard.
believe under the circum"I
stances the action taken by our local
banks is wise. While there Is a no
reason to be afraid of the results of
the present flurry, there Is nothing
like being on the safe side. In my
opinion the only sufferers will
be
those who deserve to suffer, the stock
gambling element, who are the chief
cause of the present conditions in
the east." S. Vann.

,

V.

French

75.00

$10.00

I

1

ALBERT FABER

rk

CENTRAL AVENUE

FRESPI MEAT

GROCERY BUSINESS

Best Policy Possible.
"I don't think that the banks
could have adopted a safer and
more desirable policy than the one
being pursued under
the circum1
stances.
It is for the protection of
Mexico
Proserou8.
Kcit
'I think it is a Rood thing for the home interests that we know and I
banks to protect themselves and oth - heartily endorse It as far as to my
be
ers There is nomine to oe ingni- business is concerned. It seems
system that has been adopted
ened about for New Mexico Is more the
country
through the
Aland seems fair."
prosperous than ever Derore.
J. C. Baldrldge, of the Baldridge
fred Grunsfeld. of Grunsfeld Bros.
Lumber company.
Action Perfectly Right.
"As far as I know I believe it is
perfectly right for the local banks to
ABBOTT MADE
house certificates In JUDGE
Issue clearing
lieu of currency at such times when
there is likely to be a money string
ency. In protecting themselves tne
every oouy s prupeoj
JURY TRY
banks protect
and holdings in every way. There
prewill result no harm from mis
measure on the part of
cautionary
and
after a lew
the banks
days it ought not to nave any
mo
noticeauie eueci onIs, uuoicmi m been
and has
bulk of business
done, by checks before this clearing
The
The arguments In the case of the
house measure was adopted.
people need not feel a bit worried Territory vs. John Cornetto, charg
as the hanks have the best interests ed with selling liquor to Indians,
ARE GETTING FAMOUS
of the- people in mind, to safeguard was completed at 2 o clock this afthem. On the other hand tne people ternoon and the case went to the
ought to praise the banks for their Jury. At 4 o clock the Jury reported
timelv action." vv. K. wnuney, a disagreement and was ordered to
That's the Kind Your
of the Whitney, company. retire again and reconsider the evi
dence in the hope of reaching a defi
t
Mother Was
! .
nlte verdict.
Wise and Timely.
if
rS
This IS' only 'one of several cases
"T think the uction of ouf bartki
Tryi
to. Make
In
disagreed
In
the
which
Juries hae
is wise and timely and in line with
term of court.-- . The Inthe pre-enthe best policy or sound nnance.
dian to whom Cornetto is charged
Simon Stern, clothier.
with selling liquor is one Luciano
"I believe in anyining wnicn is a Francisco.
two
He is Indicted on
I
FDferunrd for financial Interests.
Edwards & Nickel
going other similar counts also. W. E. Dobdonf believe in the people money
son and W. C. Heacock are the at
crazy every time there is a
202 East Central
me iol-h-i torneys for the defendant.
stringency m tne east.
spirit
progressive
in
a
h.inki show
ana mus
thus protecting them.-eive- s
protecting their- - depositors. . li. w.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Hickox-Maynar- d
Co.
Hickox, of
Keenlmr Money at Home.
Chicago Livestock.
action of the banks
"The prest-n- t
Chicago, Oct. 29. Cattle receipts,
In making use of clearing house cer3,500.
Market
weak to ten lower.
means that they aro Beeves 13.50(0 6.90;
$3.60.
tliicates
cows and heifers
inSUED FOR $280 keeping money in Albuquerque
AGAIN
$4.50 fi S.75: Tex- calves
$1.15$r4.0;
east,
go
It
CASH BUYERS' UNION
back
allowing
to
stead of
ans S4.4')fi
westerns $5.00 W
it is a splendid idea as every busi- 5.60; stockers4.30:
$ 2.30 'it 4.4 5.
122 North Second
There waa filed in the district ness man understand", and means the
Sheep receipts 18,000. Market 20
court this morning a case entitled protection of this city." O. A. Mat to 30 cents lower than
Territory vs. C.
case
The
of
the
Saturday.
son.
of New Mexico v
the Territory
Western $2.5045. 15: yearlings $5.00 Ayer, charged with the murder of
WILL
'Wm. A. Moberly, et al. On SepteW5.70: lambs $4.50 5. !0; westerns William Harrison, a colored porter
Dolus Snnie Tlilnjr FJsetvlicre.
mber 18, William A. Moberly was inon a Santa Fe train at Isleta June - I to walk down two blocks and get a
$4.60 $.80.
are
right.
They
idea
all
is
"The
dicted by the territorial grand Jury doing the same thing all over the
tion in July, 14. was called up$28 suit for $17.60, a $22 suit for
on the charge of having in his posthis morning but was continued furl $14.50, a $25 overcoat for $16 and
Kansas City LIvoiliM-ksession a forged and altered rail country." joteH. O. Brooks, manager of
Kansa City. t)ct. 29. Cattle re- lack or witnesses, judge Ira A. Ab - ia .u overcoat for Jiz.bu.
Mantel.
road tasa with intent to utter. Mo- the tan
ceipts 8,000. Market slow. Southern bott stated to the district attorney
- berly
E. MAHARAM'So'
before
waived examination
the continued delay of the case Cash
that could be steers $2.75 3.80; southern cows that
"It is the best thing
was apt to result In a miscarriage of
Justice of the Peace Craig and was done
West Centrel
currency
In this $2.002.U;
016
$2.75ff4.60;
stockers
keep
the
to
bound over to the grand Jury un city and will preclude the possibility bulls $2.40fii 4.60; calves $2.755.50; justice. The district attorney said
der $260.
If
the
that
needed
witnesses
could
run on the banks. It western steers $3.50fti4.25.
On the 13th of July, 1907, Mo of a disastrous
Sheep receipts 6,000. Market 10c be procured the case would probably Fair Signs
the only nafe thing to do and I lower.
and Decorations
berly had in his possession a pass was
Muttons $4.05.50; lambs be tried before the civil Jury cases
merchants
the
think
all
which had been altered to raa the action of the banks.hereIf favor
of the present term- of court were
range
6.65;
$5.500
$2.50
wethers
the
and tw
"Pass Wm. A.- iMoberly
disposed of. At the time the crime I Work well done no delay
In
the 5.50; fed ewes $4.00'5.60.
Is allowed to stay
men," the "iwo men" having been money there
was committed it caused consider - I At Drices you can surely pay,
at
will be no trouble
barks
added. For atempting to thus pro all."
able discussion and much surprise I .State your plan and he will fit it
manager
of
the
SUH'kx.
U.
New
Nead.
J.
York
vide transportation for two friends
Xew York, Oct. 2D. The market was manifested w hen the grand Jury I And you il be glad that
over his pass, from Kansas City t Mcintosh Hardware Company,
eave evidence of a renewal of forced returned a verdict cnarging the de
San Marelal. Moberly was arreste
in the
liquidation caused by the withdrawal fendant only with murder
Tlw Only Way.
by Special Santa Fe Agent Ben Will
third degree. The crime grew out of
was the only conceivable way of credits.
lams. It now transpires that Alober of "It
Ayer.
quarrel
in
an on
trivial
which
Phone 741. S23 South 2nd St,
difficulty
Canadian Pacific slumped 8 points,
out of a possible
rttinir
ly has Jumped his bond and hence
1 am surprised
banks Pennsylvania 4, Union Paclflo 1H erator at Isleta, attempted to prevent
the
that
and
his
against
who
those
went
suit
extracting
Harrison from
.the
ice from
did not do it the very tlrst day the and other stocks a point or more.
a Reliable Dentist
security.
cooler In the
coach. In Consult
panicky condition occurred In Isevv
shortly after 11 o'clock the market the
was
the
Harrhon
scufile
shot
and
a
quieted.
to
ought
have
York.
In fact we
mortally wounded
74
permanent clearing house here, ti Atchison
Full Bet of Teeth
Spitz, of B. llfeld and Company.
Preferred
77H
BERNALILLO COUNTY
$1.60 up
Gold Filling
Amalgamated Copper
49
fi!
A Wise lreciiiitl(n.
V. .S.
21V
Gold Crowns
99
2 U
Preferred
"It surely is a wise precaution on
. Mkj
Extracting..
Painless
COURT
OlSTR'CT
the part of the banks una especially
Maria Garule.
for the people who have money in
I". S. SUh-liiviileiid.
Mrs. Maria (larule,
aged 4.. 3. years, II
the banks. The country is prosper, ... ..In-UNew York. Oct. 2. lilrectors
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TerSteel
Cnlte.l
Slates
tho
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case
.l
of
the
of
the
The trial
UK jnm ret.
'
avenue.
jneras
ivRKi
11
uneasy
Albuquerque
one
in
to feel
today declared a regular quarterly suit of pneumonia. The funeral will
ANTEED.
ritory vs. Levi R. Thompson and
in New Mexico in general. The dividend of 1 'i per cent on preferFred W. Eakea, was commenced ataf- 3 and
bo held tomorrow morning from the
present
of
industries
conditions
the
per
on
one
stock
red
cent
and
half
of
o'clock In the district court this
Sacred Heart church and the inter
in the territory tpeak for a bright com 111011.
ternoon.
ment will be In .Santa Barbara ceme
1
Kenpenich.
The defendants were Indicted on future,"
tery.
CIiUiiko Produce. Market.
the charge of stealing 100 feet of
Banks
Afford
Protection.
Chicago.
2H.
properly
Closing;
Oct.
iron pipe and certain olher
Iufhnt Son of Fred Anaya.
"I h.ive no fear whatever of the
; May
1.03
Wheat Iec.
from the ranch of Minnie H. Miller, present
The infant son of Mr. ami Mrs.
The 1.04.
condition of things.
north of the city during the last banks did
Anaya, who live at the corner
Fred
the right thing and H
Dec, 4C14: Mav 4 9 4.
Corn
summer. Levi R. Thompson Is the
of Broadway and hast Tijeras ave
be well to continue the policy
Mny
$14.50;
$14.82.
Pork
Jan.
proprietor of the Matthews dairy of would
nue, died .last night. Funeral at 3
DItS. COPP and PETTIT.
1
things are more settled.
Jan $S.45; May $8.60.
this city. Eukes Is an employe of until possibly
p. in. today. Interment, Santa Bar
ROO.M 13. N. T. AIIMJJO BIJJO
see how there could be
can't
$7. 57', i; May $7,82 4.
Thompson.
liibs
Jan.
cemetery.
bara
A
panic now when everything Is so
of
prosperous." Wurren
Graham,
TAKE TIME BY THE FORELOCK
Jaiiicx C. lindsey.
NOTICE CHANGE OF DATE.
Xoh York Money Market.
Grah.ini Bios.
Xew
Last night at 737 South Walter
merYork. Oct. 2i. Prime
entertainment of tlio Mld- (He la Bald Behind.)
7
street occurred the death of James
cantile paper
land
41 104ff'75perper cent;
Courxi Friday evening,
Don't et That Worry You."
government
fiiirniirly
money
a
strong
on
Llndsev.
C
call
cent,
, Nov.
Int.,
Conurcgittloiuil Hiun-li- .
"Our banks
all right, don't let
clerk at Washington, D. C. The de
Colored Jubilee Singers and Mule that worry you.ale They have to pro- ruling rate 60 per cent.
ceased was 3 5 years of age and hud
Quartet.
TtiU trotip KfamU umiue tect themselves from outside banks
I x union CoiM-lived In Albuquerque five months. A
Market.
tlio best and envo excellent satisfac who draw upon them, I don't think
London, Oct. 2H. Copper opened sister of the deceased w 111 arrive
awa'i.ibljs their preent action will hurt busi- today
tion ainoiur Cluitaiiquu
66
sterling
pounds
at
or
four
here Sunday and accompany the re
tliW Mit
Mr. W. A. llann, ness a bit. The certificates are nil
mains to Washington, where the
the ruinous Imo, is with too iron p. rinht and no business man fears for pounds above last night's close.
burial Will take place.
Admission 50 ccnls.
t tie
outcome." M. Mandell, clothier.
Xew York Metal Market,
quiet.
'ev York, Oct. 2St.
C.sainlro Padlllu.
Nothing
more appropriate ffr
Did Mrst Best Tlilns."
1 4 5
(i 4.75;
copper strong $13.75
Cnumlrfi iHm - mon I h C.,,M aon of4 I
One
Christmas than a photograph.
"What better thing could the banks 14.25; silver 59 4c.
to,im-piouiun
The DroDor time to consider the serl
rttni vtiiuriiav a i
. dozen cabinet photographs
13.00.
do? While the banks do not carry
p. m., as the result of dyptherla. Fu - ous conuequencea of long continued
actual cash enough to stand a run
hi i iuo,
millet
St. Inils Wind Market.
:xo
a. m. Internera tomorrow at
'.o ounuu
215 West flailrtmd Avenue.
on the hanks yet they have two dolI
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J wii.
.
.n,,u.i,vj
'
'
'"" Ll. IlV"
am H. Lnnndon for
"""'
to
i
inu.u
ven
The ereetln e
the meaker wasl nu.i..tinc
Friday
occurred
the most enthusiastic of the many I The accident
sneakers that have been stumping I morning and Crathers died on Sal
the city the past several weeks for I urday about, noon The remains have
the various candidates out for elec-- 1 i"'n snippeq to iTiniaaa lor Duriai
I
'
"on.
Acoordlna- - to Mr. Hahn Crathers
in Mission wm srotnir to
and had entered
ine meeting was neia
rinK ana tne spacious nan was iwea I the shaft of the mine going down
w ere a numoer i
10 overnow ing.
nere
A
when he heard the tr n com
i
of cat calls from men ent Into the I trio In this case Is a string of ni.
emntv
to I cars going down to be loaded. Crattv
meeting by opposing candidates
303-31- 0
uuigaun. w un a nope oi reoicuung i rra heard the empty ears rattling
tne speaaers, out mere were soon behind him and when they passed
many him, Junued on.
shouted down by Langdons
He was carried
I
trienas.
ome little distance, where he col
j i.rro be a great fa- - i naea wun a support in tne mine
Heney appeared to tiunir,
The collision is what Iniured him. NXXixxmxxxiiixixxiximiiixxxxniixxxinxxrxxxxxxAJi
vorlte. The mention Of his name I thonch no hones were .broken and
brought forth a burst of applause and I t was thought at first that he was
Arrangements Completed for Handling
wnen ne appearea mo noise oi me i only slightly torulsed and would
and hand clapping became cover. Death Is thought to havo
aearenmg.
i been the result
of Internal injuries.
tn th emntv rm
vhll rnno-liinui noi unui me rneaaer mane ine i
following announcement aid the audi- - crathers was carried
past several
In Connection with the former
ence go extremely who: i lane tne i ninn
i
whom
moid hovn fnl .
pledge to prosecute Patrick Calhoun I from the car and escaped.
It Is
between November 5 and January 1 I thought that he became excited and
wun an my energy ana aDiiuy, so forgot about these places, which, It
la known, were familiar to him.
EVERYTHING BOTH LINESBEST QUALITY was
This dramatic announcement
with his voice
made by the
pitched to its highest key and with GREAT CHILD ACT
& CO.
his right hand held high above his
head and toward the tudlence.
P1IOXE 791.
23 soirni sixxjxd.
It was some time before order was
CRYSTAL
..
restored,
ONJT
Mayor Taylor Snoke.
xxxixxitxxxxxxixxxxxxxxirrxixxxaixxzixxxxxxxxxxxxxxi
District Attorney Lanxdon was on
the stand with Mr. Heney, and so
To anyone who Is not so case- was Mayor Taylor. The latter snoke hardened as to be indifferent to the CCXDCXXXXXXXXOCXXXXCrCXXCIC
ana . in part saia: , .
,. . poIm h n il pl.v.r nr1iiir
r nf
j - -anil rtrtlnira
i
r
e lUeni .lltriA ph...Mmn t H a wnrb
f lha An.
Il wrms
ineuus.
mi
that San Francisco has a good derson children at the Crvstal will
I
many frienda left.
2
I am here
XV
eal.. All three of these youngsters
not as an Individual, or as a person- - an
possess sweet singing voices, all are
SPORTING GOODS
BICYCLES
allty, but as an Issue; that
Is accomplished dancers and the little
San Francisco first, lat and all the I boy u a real graduate
comedian. Yet.
REPAIR ANYTHING
FITTER
KEY
,
their entire act, no artful or
.
Vtr
.1 over
l
appears
ocxxcccxoocxx
.....t....
spoil
uiauuiaciureu
eoeci
lo
w v.
" nu, ioeiuie, ineins genuine chlldlshne.
"""
It is a
"mis Kiiveriimr ill me wurm ever saw treat to
such a turn once In
In municipal affairs. We now have a a while witness
the act of the Andersons
government in wnicn taings are pro- - I i nn. fand
.,.,u.- th uirwi that
WE FILL
ceed ngly honestly Th question Is: ed the vaudeville stage as to render
Shall we have the administration it the modern, high-claform
of
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
continued that commands confidence metropolitan amusement,
in the east?"
Mr. Rogers Is singing one of his
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEu,uu..v uui tumunu,. masterpieces, 'Somewhere," a beau
Consistent
At
NUE NEXT TO BANK OF
tic applause when he cried:
t.
tlful bit of
The Cry"You have had experience with stal Comedy Co. is putting on
30- commerce:.
a
Prices
i.u auminoHrawon. mere nave neen i minute farce, entitled: "A Case Fqr
......
i
i
"
which Is truly funny.
When a man applies for a license and I uissection,
a
pays for It that Is all he has to pay. I -- Married for Millions," proves
that
He lsn t asked to pay any more," and there are still new wpys .of making
iyxXXXXXTXXXIXXXXXXXXXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXM
were cauea lonn ai people laugh and that the film man
uioogeo
ii
his emphatic declaration
THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC COMPANY
are
out
ufacturers
after them with a
"This administration
stands for search, light.
honesty In every department."
"The duty of the" mayor," said
FINK STOCK
SKILLED WORKMEN
STAGE TO JKMFZ. I.RAVKS 211
Taylor, enlarging on his subject, "Is WTCST
GOLD EVKKY MOIIXIXG AT
in nan .Via. ..I'..
annw.An, Jl.
WORK GUARANTEED
charges Its duties honestly," and he
"
'
Telephone 13 1
502 West Central
declared, with fire, that no man
except
yTTTTTTTTTTTTTTITTTITtTXXXXXITXXTITTTTIXTXCTTTXXXJtXl
H
legal
cause,
should suffer
for
but that he would require ' strict A WARM PROPOSITION
obedience to law from his subordl
nates.
These cold mornings and evenings
us of warm underwear,
remind
blankets, and quilts. We have got
them. Before you buy call and com
ALLEGED MURDER CASE pare quality and price.
AMERICAN BLOCK.
A good fleece ribbed garment for
CK1UUXL03 LUMP
women at 25c. others 50c to $1.25.
Agood fleece ribbed garment for men
35c. others 60c to $1.25. Children's
IS
S
underwear 15o to 40c, as to sizes,
Cor, Gold Ave, &lsl St,
Blankets 50o to $10. Quilts $1 to
Furnace,
Snn
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His Ability.

Wine Says) Tlnblis.

214 Central A venue
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Seven Show Window

Clob House Goods will
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Will
iuiui if- hsci
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Bread and Cakes
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Cleanest Rooms in the City
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Owen Dinsdall, Trop.
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MattreHRcs niado over

at

Clins.

FOIl

Kepiwler'a 317-1- 9
Bouth Second,
ll you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. Wa get re
sults.

CASH

TELEPHONE

V.

Galvanized

Tin

bu-lne-

v.lh

s
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CARNE3

General
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WII.L MAKE THE YOUNG
AND

STUOXG

Roofing,

GROW

IIEAITHY

good, wholesome, nourishing bread,
far better than meats, and Just what
the childish bodies want with milk
and fruits. Lots of good, rich, red
blood comes coursing after the eating of pure wheat, rye or graham
bread from Balling's bake shop.

Jobbing

305 West Gold

--

Pioneer Bakery,
207 South First St.
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C. F. Allen
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STACY DID IT
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CLEAN GAS COKE.
SMITHING OOATj.
NATIVE KIXDLXVGw.

' Perfectly Flat Opening
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Beauty Parlors a
120 South Fourth St.
Hair Drettlnx
Shampoolnf
aln Treatmsi
Children's Hair

Fdal Miiti
Ekctrolosla
Mankiirlf.
Cutting

Q
H
s

We manufacture all
kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Com
plots line of Switches, Pomps-uourr, r u s. v ins, en--.
hA
Sanitary French
Hair
Rolls. tl
pomp Wave. All H
The new
shades to be worn under the H
hair Instead of ruffing one' M
own novelties In back and side

lirlj
1

oonui.

j

Slictd may
ed instantly,
cut down ami
of
Tlio
ket.

be Inserted or remov- H Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter
3
liound books may be
fropnetsrs
iuuched for it.
Its kind on the mar- XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXXJI
it and recommended it many tlina
and the results have never yet disapH. S. LITHGOW
pointed ma." Mr. Brock is publishesBookbinder,
'the Aberdeen, Md.. KnterpriasH.
11 wine 921.
Iff
r
SUioip Mui.er. Sli W. Gold. For sale by U druggists.
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HENRY CLEWS

il

able and Is the only way for a sub
of confi
stantial
dence. By means of such adjust
ments we should reach a lower and
more stable basis for a business re
vlvat later on.
Crop
fJood lHoe.
One Important fact should not be
overlooked. Our crops are bringing
profitable rrlce, and there Is sure
to be a aond demand, both foreign
and domestic, for all that our farms
have produced. This will prove a
support
to
valuable
business
throughout the country, and will do
much to offset any reaction In the
Many securities are
Industrial fiei
now at bargain prices, and small In
vestors have collectively absorbed
considerable amounts. Security prices
nave aio reached s point where
Kuropean buying must bocome
a
factor. Europe always takes our
obligations at a price, and as soon
as convinced of our .determination
to secure financial reforms will re
new Its confidence
in
American
stocks and bonds. The elimination
of big plunging speculators will do
mucn towards this restoration
of
confidence. In this connection It Is
to be hoped the administration
at
Washington will pursue Its reforms
with due regard to the sensitiveness
of the situation. These reforms are
necessary, and no one doubts for a
moment the president
firmness In
carrying out his well known policy.
There la. therefore, the less necessity
for disturbing reiterations In times
of street.
An unfortunate and unnecessary tendency to hoard cash exists, which aggravates
the money
situation lUid should be discouraged
every
general.
In
opportunity.
at
however, the outlook Is mnch Im
proved; the worst Is evidently over.
and Investments can be made upon
a sater and more
profitable basis
than at any time this year.
HENRY CLEWS.
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Stock Exchange Sage Says
That Panic Has Been Sue-- ,
cessfulty Restricted.
New York, Oct. 29. The week hat
been a memorable one In the finan
cial history of New York. Never
has liquidation on such a drastic

And extensive scale been so successfully met and panic seems to have
been successfully restricted. For this
the Clearing House Committee, Secretary Cortelyou and a una II group
of great financial leaders must be
r,
By
hlerly
thanked.
courageous, and decisive action they
undoubtedly
a
tiave
averted
financial
cataclysm.
There Is In consequence
the best of reason for believing that
the worst Is now over. This does not
mean that liquidation la ended. On
the contrary, the tremendous contraction which has been endured in
the financial district threatens to
xtend with more or lesn severity
throughout the whole country. The
full consequences of what has takep
place in the last few days cannot
yet be clearly foreseen, but from
mow on the liquidation promises to
be conducted In an orderly fashion
and the country saved from unnecessary loss and disaster by foolish
panic The men who have stepped
into the breach to stay the tide of
apprehension are entitled to the
trongest thanks not only of the financial community, but of the entire country.
clear-heade-

PINNER AXD DLTCII LUNCH.
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Presbyterian church will give a din-

ner at noon, and a dutch lunch In the
evening, from 6 to 8 o'clock, Friday,
Nov. 22, In the parlors of the Presbyterian church. Everybody Invited.
u

APPLE

CROP OF

4jeculato
KllniliiatV'd.
SJUUIMI VALLEY
Especially wise was the determiComClearing
House
nation of the
Farmington. N. M., Oct.
29.
mittee to eliminate the speculative
element from the banking situation. Farmers of the Ban Juan valley are
The first, step was to restore conf- harvesting the fruits of the year's
idence In the banks.
As long as labor, and the results being obtained
these remained sound and solvent are very satisfactory.
Several of the leading fruit raisthe crisis was certain to soon pass
over. Jt Is the speculative element ers report a. follows:
Oeorge Brett, of Flora Vista, off
in the banking situation which has
been largely responsible
for the 1 H acres apple orchard has picked
present demoralization. Some of our 1,000 boxes of apples for which he
banks and trust companies had fallen received $1.50 per box, or 11. BOD.
F. T. Hickman of the same place
vnder the domination of promoters
and speculators, who had neither off about 3 acres has gathered 1,000
knowledge nor experience regarding boxes of apples which have swelled
wound banking methods, and had no his bank account $1,500.
J. I. Davis, also of Flora Vista, has
better object in view than to use
these institutions for exploiting their marketed 1.100 boxes of apples off 3
Absoown questionable operations.
'Ml5' H1S
lute elimination of speculators from
I
the directorates of our banks and
Beauties.
our trust companies is a prime esR. J Chambers of Flora Vista ha.
sential to the restoration of conn- -'
,17
1
dence, and fortunately this fact
'.
V ,
i v
" V,.
eems to be recognised by both the
C. H, JSii?
Clearing House Committee and the
acres
900 hnio2 It $1.65 nail i
srreat bankers upon whom control of
the situation has fallen. Banking re- Ben Pavls, Rose Jenets. Winesan
form, however, should not rest here. and willow Twig,
All these men sprayed thoroughly.
Our banks should restrlce their opOeorge Oansher living Just below
erations more strictly to the legitimate functions of banking. They Aztec, has harvested his potato crop.
should be free of all suspicious al- rrom one acre or ground he dug
liance!; corporate Influences should 600 bushels of fine tubers.
The
be closely guarded against;
sound number of pounds Is 36.000, which
at $1.25 per hundred will bring Mr.
principles should be faithfully
to, and higher standards of Fansher $450.
Integrity In management should be
C. B. Hume, living Just north of
insisted upon by a plainly expressed Aztec has dug 217 sacks of potatoes
public opinion.
Depositors have it from less than one acre of ground,
in their power to stimulate reform or about 21,700 pounds, which at
by showing their preference for Into
amount
l.25 per hundred
stitutions controlled by men of un- $271.25.
questionable ability and integrty:
From a small natch of ground
placing their funds only where sound John Austin has taken 300 pounds
banking and high standards of. con- of sweet potatoes, which It was
thought would not grow here.
duct are the tlrrt considerations.
Clearing House Ilraoiiiiiieiulcd.
If real coffee disturbs your stom
But reform must not be confined ach,
your Heart or Kidneys, then try
companies
to the banks. The trust
clever cortee imitation Dr.
have thus far escaped many of the mis
Snoop's Health Coffee. Dr. Shoop
restraints which have tended to has closely matched
old Java and
safety in the banks; and it is just Mocha Coffee !n flavor
and taste.
there where lies the weakest epot in yet It has
a single grain of real
not
the situation. Trust companies are corree In It. Dr. Shoop's Health Coflacking In any such association as fee Imitation Is made from pure
the Clearing House, which not only toasted grains or cereals, with Malt.
secures
in Nuts, etc. Made In one minute. No
valuable
times of emergency, but also exer-cis- tedious long wait. You will surely
rea wholesome and necessary
It. Get a free sample at our
straint upon their regular opera- like
Brlgham.
tions. Confidence in Clearing House store. C. N.
banks is strengthened, not so much
by the periodic visits of the national
bank examiners as by the unexpected
visits of the association Si own examiners, which act as a continuous
safeguard and keep It
members
closely informed as to the general
soundness of each institution.
The
trunt companies have no such organisation.
To a very considerable
extent their operations are a mystery, and the occasional visits of the
state examiners are generally anticipated and prepared for. The trunt
onmpanteK of New York should
themselves as closely as pos
m
sible upon the lines of the New York
Clearing House. Tney should appoint competent examiners and arrange to have them visit different of
fices when least expected. Then the
trunt companies would themselves
have a better knowledge of their
general condition, and be better able
'to give asHiance in times of strex
to those who are sound, or to with- hold It from those which were unsou rid. Such an association as this
might have prevented the present
Among the reforms whicn
crisis.
may be necessary In banking, none
are more urgent than in the truvt
rompany situation, and the sooner
steps In this direction are taken, the
sooner will public confidence in these
Institutions be restored. Trust com- pany competition with the banks Is
now upon an unfair and unsound
basis, and the banks are Justly weary
of taking care of their rival when-evthey get Into difficulties.
j:trHniniiico to Cea
The stock market stood up splendidly ngalns-- the recent storm. Fortunately, liquidation In the security
markets ha strengthened the market against further attacks. There Is
now no room for panic. The effect of
this collapse has no doubt reachedIt
and
the climax in financial circles, the
efriow remains to be seen what
fects will be in Industrial and merin not ti be
cantile clrcltH. It
that the prore.-- s of readjustment Is complete. It is likely to go
on for some time t.i come. Probably
onie recovery may ensue later on
In the security markets, but the fact
we have fairly entered Into an
that
ra of business reaction may as well
be accepted. Contraction mu.--t fol
low, and If commercial embarrass
nients multiply they must be acI 1 Carksd at Tia Cpm4.
cepted philosophically as a part of
Prices In the
the general reaction. will
now have
coiiimodiileit markets
W.
to take their share or the decline
Kiiruvasance will cease and econo
my will become the order of the
New enterprises will be susday.
pended for some time to coins and
ttsvrc will be a lessened demand for
k.rh commoulties and labor. This
part of the process of readjustment
will be unwelcome, but it is inevit
,
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LEADING

A
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Ml

1

1907.

Antonio Jose
per month,

Last Year.
That the brick Industry Is rapidly
becoming one of the leading industries of the country Is evident from
brought
by the
statistics
forth
United States geological survey.
sand-lime
total
of
value
The
the
brick produced In the United States
In 1906 was $1,170,005, an increase,
of 20 per cent over the valus )$972,-06in 1906. The value of the
common brick made by this process
In 1908 averaged
Is. 71 per thous
and, as against $6.86 per thousand
In 190fi, while the front brick aver
aged $10.42 per thousand In 1908
and $11.02 In 1905. Almost 90 per
cent of the product Is marketed as
common brick, a result that could
nardiy have been foreseen when the
brick was first Introduced Into this
ccuntry.
T,he
total
of
number
plants has Increased from 18 in
1903 to 57 In 1904. to 84 In 1905.
and to 87 In 1906, and bricks of
In
this character are now made
nearly every state In the union.
New York is the largest producer,
the value of the product In 1906
amounting to $191,000; and Michigan, with a product valued at $174,
921, Is a close second.
California,
Florida, Indiana, New Jersey
and
Pennsylvania
in
each produced
190C sand-lim- e
bricks to a total
val le of more than $50,000.
Iilme Silicate Formed.
of the binding
.The constitution
brick
has
rraterlal of sand-lim- e
been a mooted question. Some of the
advocates of the new product have
not only claimed that a definite
lime silicate was formed during the
process of manufacture, but they
have also claimed, by Implication at
least, that the silicate was the same
as that which exists In Portland ce
ment. An Investigation made during the past year by Frederick
E.
Wright In the geophysical laboratory
or the Carnegie Institution of Washington affords conclusive evidence on
the subject. At the request of E. C.
Eckel, Mr. Wright, who Is one of
the very few Investigators Intimately acquainted with the
oop7' severa"
specimens of com- brick. Mr. Wright
uta,a. ,,.
,,.t i
kiji
tmV specimens
to him is a
hydrous lime silicate.
by
formed
i.rl
l,
.nil
it
slmt.1.
me
presence
'rom.,.
and sand. int the
i
ever, In no way comparable to those
that take place during the process
of Portland cement
manufacture
and the binding material is very
different In composition and relationship
from
Portland cement
clinker.
Component Parts of Brick.
As a result of this
investigation
Mr. Eckle, who has prepared for the
United States Geological Survey the
statistics cf sand-lim- e
brick manufacture in 1906, makes the following
statement:
"It may safely be assumed, then,
brick s marketed
that a sand-lim- e
conalsts of (1) sand grains held together by a net work of (2) hydrous
lime silicate, with probably,
If a
magneslan
were used,
limestone
some allied magneslan silicate, and
(3) lime hydrate or a mixture
of
lime and magnesia hydrates. These
three elements will always be present, and the structural value of the
brick will depend in large part on
the relative percentages In
which
the sand, the silicates and the hydrates occur."
An ndvance chapter from "Mineral Resources of the United States.
Calendar Year 1906," on the production of lime and sand-lim- e
brick In
1906. Is now ready for distribution
by the Geological survey.
4)
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That Deles ite Andrews

Is not Idle
Washington Is evident from the
following extended list of pensions,
which he has secured for New Mexico veterans:
Frederick E. Olney, East Las Ve
gas, iiz per monin, from June 19th,
In

More Than a Million Dollars
Worth Were Burned

llme-slllca-

Mem from
Albuquerque , Are
Among Ttiosn Itecoivlng

IxttONt

IMmrfits.

DUSTRY

Rel. Santa Fe,

$12

March 6, 1907.
Patrick Kllv. Klncon. $20 per
month from March 4, 1907.
Jesus Ma Blei., San Rafael, $12 per
month from March 19, 1907.
Simon Vigil, Santa Fe, $15 per
month from March 5, 1907.
John Y. Hewitt, White Onks, $16
per month, from March 20, 1907.
Charles M. Marshall, Chama, V20
per month, from April 8, 1907.
William F. Peel. Fort Bayard. $8
per month, from January 22. 1907.
Rosarlo O. de Sena, Vlllanueva, d
per month, from December 26, 1905.
William H. Antrim. Mogollon. $12
per month, from March 14, 1907.
Thomas McCreevy, Dawson, $16
per month, from April 29, 1907.
William R. Brown, Albuquerque,
$12 per month, from March 5, 1907.
Anlceto Abevlta, Santa Fe, $20 per
month, from March 8, 1907.
Leverett Clark, Albuquerque,
$12
per month, from July 22.! 1907.
William Tanner. House, $12 per
month, from March 2. 1907.
L.ouii Lafoml. Silver City. $12 per
month, from Augunt 7. 1907.
Joseph Klnslnger. Hlllsboro, IS per
month, from April 12, 1907.
Delos S. ISucklin, Albuquerque. $12
per month, from March 1st, 1907.
C. Kehoe. Silver City. Ji2
William
pe- - month, from March 23, 1907.
Theodore Neal. Wlllard. $12 per
month, from March 18. 1907.
Jose Sllva, Santa Fe, $12 per month
from March 6. 1907.
Richard Newman, Altec. $12 per
month, from March 6, 1907.
Gustave W. Benson. Fort Bayard,
$30 per month from August 9, 1907.
Edward ,F. Hohart. Santa Fe, N.
M.. $15 per month, from March 4,
1907.
Edward Y. Parktias been appointed postmaster at Stanley, Santa Fe
county.
Furnltnv repairs. CIms. L. Kep-pele- r,
SI 1
South Second.
7--

Reform Projected Is la the
Congregation of tlie
Index.

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Rome, Italy, Oct. 2. Pioux X. la
called a reactionary In many respects, but he is constantly advancing In the matter of reforming the
machinery of the church.
He has
gone on very quietly, for outsiders
hardly know what has been done.
but It Is declared that not only Is
economy studied, but a better and
more modern system has ibeen Introduced all along the line.
The latest reform projected Is In
the congregation of the Index, which
decides what books shall be placed
In the "Index llbrorum
prohlbltor-um.- "
While Cardinal Stelnhuber livIt
was impossible to make
ed
changes, as he was the prefect and
brought all the immense Influence
of the Jesuits, to which order he
belonged, to prevent the congregation being touched as, of course,
that meant a diminution of privileges and power, but now that the
cardinal has gone, the Jesuits have
no more Interest and It is proposed
to carry out certain conditions before a new prefect is elected, If, indeed, that olllce be not altogether
suppressed.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERT PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL
Offlon-- e

J

and Directors!

,

W. S. STRICRLER,

t. JOHNSON,

W.

flos President and Cashier.
WILLIAM McTNTOSH,

"!

Assistant Cashier.
3. C. BALD RIDGE,

A. M. BLACK. WELL

O. E. CROMWELL.

m

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUBRQUm

AIVANCF.I ff.ooo
A IRAK IX PRICE.
Farmlngton, N. M., Oct . 29.
Monroe Fields has purchaser! the H.
Mosley 140 acres of land near here
paying $12,250 for It.
This same land was sold by the
government seven years ag for
0,
which was considered a good
price at that time.
In seven years the ranch, which Is
a splendid and well located piece of
land, nas advanced In value about
$1,000 a year.
The owners have
made that amount In addition to the
Immense crops taken oft the ranch
annually.
LANI

NSW MEXICO

Capital sod surplus, sioo.uoo

$4.-50-

INTEREST

Quinsy Sprains and Swellings Cured.
"In November, 1901, I caught cold
and had the quinsy. My throat was
swollen so I could hardly breathe. I
applied Chamberlain s Pain
Balm
and it gave me relief in a short time.
In two days I was all right," saya
Mrs. L. Cousins,
Otterburn, Mich.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm Is a liniment and is especially valuable for
sprains and swellings. For sale by
all druggists.

ALLOWED

SAYINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

i

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

AND OlttmCTOR

JOSHUA I. RAYNOLDU
U W. rLOURNOY
FRANK McKU

AS

FrwMml

,

K. A. IHOIT
B. V. sUYNOLDI

Vlca PrMldrat

....Caaalar

AaaUtant Caahlar
.DIraeU

THEORY

te

Authorised Capital
MOO.tM.M
Paid Ufr Capital, Bnrpluj and Proita
$2M,0.M
Depository lor Atchlssa, Topeka k Santa Ft tisllwiy Compear

.

Human Life. Seems Centered In Stomach
All Else Is Secondary.
The Immense success which has digestive apparatus that is doing Its
full duty, getting every particle of
followed Im' T. Cooper during the vitality
of all food by transferpast year with his new preparation ring it out
to the bowels In a perfectly
ha exceeded anything of the kind digested state this above all else
health."
ever before wltnessel In most of the brings
leading cities
the young man ' Mr. A. C. Brock, chef of the Brock
has Introduced the medicine. Coop- Restaurant, Market District, .Boston,
er has a novel theory. He believes Mass., who Is a staunch believer In
that the human stomach is directly Mr. Cooper's theory and medicine,
responsible for most diseases. To has this to say: "I had chronic Inquote his own wxidH from an Inter- digestion for over three years.
I
view upon his arrival In an eastern suffered terribly, and lost about thircity: "The average man or woman ty pounds. I was a physical wreck
cannot be sick it the stomach Is when I started this Cooper medicine,
working properly. To be sure, there a month or so ago. Today I am as
are diseases of a virulent nature, well as i ever was In my life. I am
tuberculosis, dia- no longer nervous, my food does not
such as cancer.
betes, etc., which are organic, and distress me in the least, and I have
are not traceable to- the stomach, a splendid appetite.
I am gaining
but even fevers can. In nine cases flesh very rapidly In fact, at the
out of ten, be traced to something rate of a pound a day. I would not
taken Into the stomach. All of this believe any medicine on earth could
half-sicnervous exhaustion that Is have done for me what this haa
now so common. Is caused by the done.
It is a remarkable .preparaHtoma'rhlc conditions, and it is be- tion and Mr. Cooper
deserves all
cause my remedy will and does reg- his success."
ulate the stomach that 1 am meet-lu- g
We recommend the Cooper prepawith such success.
rations as being remarkable medi"To sum the matter up a sound cines.
FOR SALE BY J. II. O'RIELLY.

WHEN YOU WANT!

wh-M'-

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

k,

$

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
has created a stir in the medical world because of its
great Tonic properties for stomach disorders. It
is found in the highest and most effective form in

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
9

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

I
m

Grown in the Province of Saaz, Bohemia.

The

Anheuser-Busc- h

St

Louis, U. S.

Brewing Ass'n
A- -

OLD

HELlaBLJl."

ESTABLISHED 117

L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the larcest and Most Exclusive Stock of Btapl.

la

imports more of these hops than all
other brewers in the United States, and
use them exclusively in their famous

ta. Southwest

Qrocrlw

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N. at

RAILROAD AVENTJB.

bui-pox-

C.

?j

LUNA, President.

SOLOMON

omccRm

YOUNG

;

$150,040.00

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

frill

er

Three

JO)

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Bottled only at the Brewery

KUNZ, Distributor

Thm telephone

Albuquerque. N. M.

make the

.daUea Ufbter, th caret law
and the worriM fewer.

The

telephone

preeervee

jour health, prolongs year
and protects your bome.

TOD OTQlB A TELEPHONE

IN TOCR BOM ft

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
OwOwOwOwQwOwCWOOwO

Ufa

n

i

TrMAY, ocnmKn

CORN

UPLAND

'ALBUQUERQUE

1807.

29,

FIRST

A

CLASSlFIEDADSl

OFCIVILWAR

TO ACRE

Letter to Commander

McDon-ai- d

Interest to

of

Old Soldiers.

Colfax County Takes The
Plum When It Comes to
Commander W. W. McDonald, department of New Mexico, Grand
Raising Things.
Army of the Republic, is In receipt
Oct. 29. This
Cimarron,
part of the Colfax county In and
around Cimarron la destined to become one of the great agricultural
the
On
section of New Mexico.
21st of June of the present year,
there wai a field of corn planted on
Tne
the Charles Springer ranch.
On the
land was never Irrigated.
80th of September the corn was harvested and found to yield from 45
to 60 bushels to the acre, a few acres
There fire
producing 65 bushels.
but few localities west of the Misthis
souri river that can surpass
record. What Is said of corn Is
equally true of sugar beets, for on
this same ranch the present season,
without Irrigation, there has been
produced sugar beets weighing from
pounds upwards.
six and one-ha- lf
The tests of the beets raised here
have been found to yield from 22
to 25 per cent of saccharine matter,
while around Garden City, Kanms,
where the farmers are engaged very
extensively In raising sugar beets,
the average of saccharine matter Is
only 18 per cent. There Is today no
more Inviting field for the farmer to
make money than In this region In
cultivating the sugar beet where
land is plentiful and cheap. It can
be truly said that there Is no more
alluring field today for the capitalist to Invest his money with the
piospect of handsome returns than
to erect a sugar factory In or around
Cimarron.
M.,

N.

5

HAIR DRESSER ATO CHIROPODIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges cafe. Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and la
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonio that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.

I

of the following letter from the adjutant general of the state of New

THEY REACH MORE EOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
1
:

l

WANTEi

FOR RENT

Jersey, which will be of Interest to
FOR RENT A few nicely furnishveterans of the civil war:
ed rooms, by the week or month.
Sir: By virtue of a resolution of
Steam, .heat and all modern conthe legislature of that state approvveniences.
No invalids.
Hotel
ed March 28. 1904, a suitable cnedal
Cralge, Silver avenue, between
was authorized to be made and preFirst and Second streets.
sented to the surviving officers and FOR RENT Newly furnished
cormen who served In New Jersey orner room. Electric lights and bath.
ganizations during the war of the
$9 per month. No health seekers.
Kebeilton, except thos-- who have or
bl West Central.
are entitled to receive' the first de- FOR
RBNT Good rooms on car
by
medal
virtue of service
fender's
line. 601 South Third.
under the president's call of April
FOR RENT Fine front room with
15, mi.
private porch. No Invalids. 4 If
having been
An appropriation
South Third street.
made by the present legislature for
carrying the above resolution Jnto FOR RENT
large front
Three
rooms, modern, with breakfast
effect, I would be pleased If you
Is409
general
Went
cause
be
to
Hurilng
avenue.
a
would
order
sued and distributed to every post FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
Informing the
In your department,
or without board. 823 South Third
members concerned the substance of
atreet
this letter. They should make ap- FOR RENT Three handsome rooma
plication to The Adjutant General,
good locality. No Invalids,
521
Trenton, New Jersey, when a blank
'West Lead avenue.
will be forwarded to them to be fill
ed and returned to this office. The FOR RENT Nice room and board
at CIS East Central avenue, best
formal application 'Will be filed and
in the city; prices reasonable
medals issued In the order of their
receipt. The medals, however, will TO LET Established first class bar
not be ready for distribution before
privilege to responsible party. Beat
January 15, 1908.
location in the city. Address, X.
1 would be much gratified to reY. Z., Cltlsen.
ceive copy of your order when Is- FOR
RENT Modern rooms and
sued. Very respectfully,
board, (26 per month. Mrs. Eva
R. HEBER BRHlNTNALt,,
L. Craig, 602 South Second street,
Adjutnat General.
upstairs.
Trenton, N. J.
e

Take DeWitt's

Little

Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly.

Early Pills.

WELL KNOWN NEW
MEXICAN PIES.
iWord was received at Santa Rosa
a few days ago stating the death of
Luther M. Shely, postmaster of that
place, who had succumbed to an
operation at Chicago. He was the
only son of Parson Shely, who died
In Alamogordo
a few weeks ago
and who had been an Itinerant
minister of the gospel In the southwest for over 40 years. The son
was well known In Otero and Lincoln counties and had accumulated
considerable property, being inter-estin several banks.

m

--

Rheumatism

one-"ha-

Week of October 28

m

Dr. Shoop's
Rheumatic Remedy

n

w

No Breaking-i- n
needed

Tuesday Night, Oct. 29
Remarkable

The

Musical

Success

"The

Rollicking

r

with the

footnJ'

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from
'he start.

Girl"

The burning and

aching

A.

Cantrel102ArmlJoavenue.

frame house,
FOR SALE:
barn, chicken yard, out house, corner East and Cromwell, $1,000,
roo cash. B. O. T.
E. A. cantrei,
102 Arm I Jo avenue.
.MANY MI0TIXH.S FALLING
DllUXG THIS MONTH.
Lute Ootobor in Prolltli . in Number
Thin
of Marry Warnlm-i-Year.
During
bright October nights,
which UHually recur with only brief
interruptions by pausing storms, the
attractiveness of the skies is likely
to be much enchanced by brilliant
and numerous meteors. The English
astronomer, W. E. Denning, who has
devoted many years to observations
of meteors, points out that Bhoot-in- g
stars are particularly abundant
from October 15th to October 3uth.
Occasionally tlre.bulla in late Oc
During a re
tober are spectacular.
markable display of this kind on
21,
1K00,
a magnificent
October
meteor lighted up the northern skies
with three flashes which many peoOwing to
ple mistook for lightning.
of
full moon the
the occurrence
conditions for observing are some
the
what unfavorable, but during
next ten days patient meteor hunt
ers will doubtless be richly reward

:r.used by stiff soles nd the
svils of thin soles aie prevented bv the Red Crc ss. It ed.
for Tim
jnables a woman to be on her Subscribe
the news.
From The Herald Square Theatre,
!eet
for
hours
at a time with
Strongest
Fascinating
Chorus,
Rook by Sydnev Rosenfeld.
Music by V. T. iTaiicis.

:oinfort.
A stylish

Possible Cast, Headed by
Tito Inimitable Comedian

SNITZ EDWARDS
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MEN AND WOMEN.
M
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MARVtLWhirlingSprsv
'Lias Lew VmiinmI
fr!cJb
cont-ts-.rl- I. uuu
it titans

it for It. TV
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taoubrftUM.

BolsUiIkoUaV

Ib ftlain wrapper,
iprew. prepaid, vC

JO. or

twtt.tM

i,76.

k.

ligh Shoes,
$4.00

Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
lit RaBnad Artaua

,

CTUwn and gri

Kennedy's
Laxative "
Cough Syrup

rERSOXAIj

Manoa, Organs
Furnltura,
Horsea, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOU8B RECEIPTS, aa low M 11
ar
Loan
and aa high aa $100.
quickly mad and strictly private
gtrwa
Time: Ont month to on
o
ion
Oooda remain la your
Our rate are roaaonabla. Call an
ns before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship ticket to And from a'
parts of tha world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Bldg
Weat Railroad Ave.
tom
PRIVATE OFFICBa,
Open Evening.
On

T

SALESIIEA
WANTED Salesman. Gool man to
fill vacancy, Nov. 1st. Contract balance this year and next if satisfactory. Commissions wth liberal
weekly advance for expnses.
J.
638-4- 1
A. Kldwell, Mgr..
Euclid
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohlo.i
to
WANTED Capable
salesman
staple
cover New Mexico
with
line. High commissions, with $100
monthly advanoa. Permanent position to riaiit man. Jess 11, Smith
Co., Detroit, Mich.
on
WANTED Salesman, traveling
the road, visiting the dry goods
trade, to handle a strong and com
plete line of laces and ladies' pop
ular priced neckwear and up to
commisdate novelties on good
sion basis; state references and
what territory covered. J. M. MeyBroadway,
ers ft Co.,
New York,

F

0r,tt'$

BACKACHE

WEAK K1CRETS Try

Kldiej ind Bladder

THE

J,

H. O'RIELLY

Corner Second

tad Sift

PUli-S- uri

Street
Avenue.

CO.

and

Central

BARGAINS

FOn SALE.
Six room house, West New

UK. SOLOMON

Physician anil Surgeon.
Highland office, 410 South Walter
street. Phone 1030.
HRONSON
DIC8. BRONSOX
nomeopathio Physicians and Surgeons. Over Vann's Prog Store.
Phone, Office and Res., 428.

York avenue
4 room a bo he, Iron roof, lot
0x400,
Mountain road,
1,500
near car line
5 room cement Isouse, 3rd
8.000
ward
4 roiii frame, corner lot,
1,100
3rd ward
8 room frame, 3 lots, close

ner lot, 2nd ward
mnm frnieu 4th ward.
corner
Three room brick, Fourth
ward
rtnn nf tha invellcst resi
dences) In town
The best vacant business
corner In Albuquerque.
See me for price,
brick.

vnnm

Blv

close In

Bmmn

rmm

modem.

hrtck.

mod

744.

1.400

re

W.

Central, Tel. 828

Styles
AT LOW PRICES
LADIES' TAILORING
And DRESSMAKINC
MISS CRANE

eta',

R. W. D. BRYAN
LIVERY. BALE, FEED AND"
TRANSFER STABLES.
Attorney at Law.
Office, First National Bank Building, Horses and Mules Bought and
Alubquerquc, N. M.
changed.

',

fis'

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THB COT
Second Street, between Railroad
Copper Atmm,

E. W. DOBSON
Attorney at law.
Office Cromwell Block,
Alubqucrque, N. M.

8.250

SO-ac- re

211

amotntt hon 944
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LAWYERS

7,500

8,500
em
Randies from two to 200
acres.
town.
Iots In all parts of withalfalfa ranch
in sl few blocks of Uie
4,500
Mtrcet car line
alfalfa ranch nva
$65
town
of
mile north
per acr
FOU REXT.
Houses from 2 to 8 rooms.
Money to loan In sums to suit.

& WITH

SCHWARTZMAN

Up-to-Da- te

8.000
1,500

688.

Meat, Poultry and Fish

EDMUND J. AliGFR, D. D. 8.
a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
Office hours,
1:30 to a p. m.
Appointments made by mall.
Phone 456.
308 West Central Ave.

2,650

BAMBROOK BROS.

118 John Btr
Saddle horses a specially. Bt
drivers In the city. Proprietor (,
Sadie," the plcnlo wages.

DR. J. F, KRAFT
Denial Snroerr.
Rooms 2 and S, Harnett Building,
Over O'Ulelly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mail.

Phone

R

Phone

DENTISTS

2,500

In
5 room brick, modern, cor-

Highland Livery

U BURTON.

Don't Forget The

IRA M. BOND
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Attorney at Imw.
THB OLDEST MTLL TO THE CTT- tWhen in need of sash, door, frame
Pensions, Lnnd Patents, Copyrights,
etc Screen work a snecialty. 4k
Caveats, latter Patents, Trade
South
First street. Telephone 40S.
Marks. Claims.
82 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. O.
THOS. K. D. MADDISON
Attorney
Office with W. B. Chlldera,
117 West Gold Avenue.

.

A. MONTOYA

Thos. F. Keleher

DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Pea.
PALMETTO ROOF rAUTX
Stops Leaks, Last Five Xeanv

t-Law.

JTAP-A-LA- C.

INSURANCE

Real Bstate and Ixmns. Notary
Public. 215 W. Gold Ave.

408

'

Wt Railroad Avonoo
TOTI A QRAOI

B. A. SLEYSTER

-

--

Dr. Vaucaire
Formula

Moat Market

160-acr-

M. L. SCHUTT

pa-ipe-

Strt

"My dear old mother, who Is now
years old, thrives on
Electric Bitters," writes W. B. Brun- "She has taken
Bon, of Dublin, Ga.
them for about two years and enjoys
an excellent appetite, feels strong
and sleeps well." That s the way
Klectrio Bitters affect trie aged, ana
the same happy results follow In all
cases of female weakness and gener
al debility. Weak, puny children too,
Dy
mem.
are greatly strengtnenea
Guaranteed also for stomacn. liver
and kidney troubles, by all dealers.

Justice of the Peace, Precinct

Notary Public.
Collections.
Office 224 North 'Second Street.
Residence 723 North Fonrth Street,
Alubqucrque, N. M.
No. 12.

eighty-thre- e

SOc

Trial Catarrh treatments are being
mailed out free, on request, by Dr.
Shoop, Racine, Wis. These tests are
proving to the people without a
penny's cost
the great value of
this scientific prescription known to
drugglKts everywhere as Dr. Shoop's
Catarrh Remedy. Sold by all dealers.
take DeWitt's Kidney and
Bladder Pills you will get prompt relief from backache, weak kidneys.
Inflammation of the bladder and
A weak's treaturinary troubles.
ment for 25 cents. Sold by J. H.
O'Rlelly.

If

you

o

A

o

A

Criminal Attack,

on an Inoffensive citizen is frequently made In that apparently useless

MA
r2i4

1

Highland Pharmacy and Al
varado Pharmacy

tU

It

STATE

P. Matteucci

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Ufe Building.
FIRST CLASS S HO EM A KEIF
Telephone, 884.
AMD REPAIRER
DR. It. Ii. HIST
ommmtt rmoHT. tee Jvrt rtr
Physician and Surgeon
7, X. T. Armtjo Building.
Rooms

Dealers In Oreceries, Provisions, Ria
Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
WANTED Help Men or women
Grain and Fuel.
Public
to represent the American Magazine, edited by F. P. Dunne ("Mr. CXXXOOOCXXXOCXDOCXXXXXXXXCO Rooms 13 and 14, Cromwell Block Fine Line of Imparted Wines Llqascs
and Cigars. Place your orders Is
Dooley"), Ida M. Tarbell, Lincoln
BARGAINS IV REAIi ESTATE
Albuquerque, N. M. Phone 138,
StelTens, etc. Straight proposition.
this line with us.
4- brick,
8 2,150
modern.
rooin
pay.
Continuing
Interest
from
Good
NORTH TH J) IT
11 room brick modern 10,000
year to year In business created.
5- rooiu frame, modern 2.200
A. E. WALKER
Experience and capital not neces6- - room
brick, modern 3.200
THIRD BTjSEET
sary. Good opportunity. Write J.
frame, modern 3,500
Fire Insurance.
N. Tralnor. 23 West 20th street.
brick storeroom
3,000
size 25x00
Secretary Mutual Bnlldlng Association
good
1 store building,
217 West Central Avenue.
7,500
location
AU Kinds of Freeti and Bait Mm
e
ranch, under
Steam Eansage Factory.
6,400
PHOTOGRAPHY
ditch
EMIL HXIENWORT
Best Paying hotel busiMasonlo Building, North TU-- d
ness in city, cash.... 1.800
PHOTOGRAPHY Kodak films der.
veloped and printed on velox
by
Henry
Mrs.
Recommended
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
Reasonable prices. Send for
Howry,
606
price
list.
Homer
to 6 inches.
119 South 2nd
Carondelet St., Los Angeles. Cal.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Galega Extract. Is perfectly
hai mless.
MISCELLANEOUS
The Vaucalre Formula is a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upon
the bust. Price 75 cents. For sale by
WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLELLAN

Quick and Safe Remedy for Bowel
Complaints.
Relieves Colds by working them out
Twenty years ago Mr. Geo. W.
of the system through a copious and Brock discovered that Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remo-d- y
healthy action of the bowels.
was a quick and safe cure for
"During all of
Relieves coughs by cleansing tho bowel complaints.
mucous membranes of the throat, chest these years," he says, "1 have used
and bronchia! tubes-- .
One pint mtneraV waiei cures and
orevents constipation. Ask yoijr gro"As pleasant to th
cer
for it.
s Maplo Sugar"

Children Like

yr

REAL

v. m, siiehxdav, m. d.

LO.VN8.

PROPERTY

MONEY to LOAN

WANTED 40 head of arses for
winter pasture, 80 acrs of first
class alfalfa pasture at Alameda.
Good water, good fencl Terms,
$1.60 per month. Addres, Brill &
Ross. Box 443 Albuqueque.
ried
WANTED Able bodied,-unmarmen, between ages of t and $5;
citizens of United State, of good
character and tern per tc habits,
who can speak, read tnd write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting Officer, 203 C. Central
Ave., Albuquerque, New "Mexico.

er

CRYSTAL TAEATRE

...

Girl for gefal house-wor- k.
Apply 1117 Kt avenue.
WANTED A competentlnlng room
girl at the Columbus tel.
WANTED A girl for nise work.
Family of three. 108 iuth Arno.
WANTED A girl for geiral housework. Apply SIR Soul Third St.
W'ANXKD Sacks at join's coa!
yard
607
WANTED Table
boatrs.
South Second street.
gid
meals,
WANTED Boarders,
707 South Third streel
WANTED Boys 14 t 1 yeara old
at the American LumbCo,
WANTED A girl for geral house-wroMrs. Hopewell; 6 19 West
copper avenue.
at
WANTED Fine
dress king
reasonable rates. 61 1 uth Third
street.
WANTED Your old hat and suits
to make like new. jbuauerque
Hatters, in the car.
WANTED To buy a anil meat
market outfit, block. les, saws,
cleavers, knives, etc, except Ice
box. Call or address, I B., Cltl- sen omce.
WANTED Ladles deslrln new fall
styles in millinery to cl on Miss
Crane, 612 North Secdd street.
Millinery and dressmaklg parlors.
Also apprentices want. Phone

CARDS

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED

44.

FOR SALE

box house,
FOR SALE Three-roo$H00. Lot worth the .price.
Dale
Rpnlty Co., 100 Souih Brondwwy.
7
(Modern
room frame,
FOR SALE
$2,250. Dale Realty Co., 100 South
Broadway.
FOR RALE At a sacrifice, Underwood typewriter; good as new. Call
at Millett Studio 215 West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT 4 room house furnished. Apply 700 New York avenue.
FOR SALE
nice Jersey cow, 3
years old. Apply 700 New York
avenue.
windmills
FOR SALE Aermotor
tanks and substructures. Wolklng
& Son, 707 North Eighth
street.
Phone I486.
FOR SALE Family horse, buggy
and harness. Will take half price'
:THE NEW:
208 South Edith.
If sold at once.
I have found a tried and tasted core for Ttheo.
remedy
straighten
will
the
Note
that
lf
FOR SALE One and
lots
distorted limb of chronic cripples, nor turn bony
in Grant tract, one block from
growths back to flesh again. That is Impossible,
car.
cost.
208
less
At
street
than
But I can now sural? kill the pa
and pangs ol
South Edith street.
this deplorable diteaae.
In Germany with a Chemist in the City of FOR SALE The finest hot tamalea
D. H. CORDIER. Manager.
Darmstadt
I found the last Ingredient with
In the city, also chill con carne.
which Dr. Bhoop's Rheumatic Remedy was made
408 Wen TIJeras.
Without
ft perfected, dependable prescription.
many,
successfully
ingredient,
treated
I
that last
modern
SALE Five-rooFOR
many eases of Rheumatism : but now. at last. It uni.
house, most fashionable district In
formly eures all curable cases of this heretofore
B. N.
once.
city.
If
Cheap
at
sold
sand-likgranulaf
e
much dreaded disease. Those
WM. O. ROGERS,
Citizen.
wastes, found In Rheumatic Blood, seemtodlssolre
The Favorite Baritone.
remedy
as FOR SALE
and pass away under the action of this
101Armlo Avenue, two
freely as does sugar when added to pure water.
The Marvelou Family
houses; barn. etc. $2,000, $1,600,
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous watte
O.
B.
T. Apply on premises.
cash.
of Singers, Dancers, Comedians.
freely pais from the system, and the cause of
E. A. Cantrell.
Rheumatism 1 gone forever. There Is now no
4
real need no actual excuse to suffer longer withSALE Ten pounds extracted
- iwoinmand FOR
out bain. We sell, and in w'n
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
BEHAN ALTA A CO.
Order by portal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
In a New and Laughable Farce.
Box 202. Albuquerque, N. M
.
FOR SALE Two nice homes In
Highlands at a bargain. Must sell.
Change of bill every Monday and
Will consider offer. Albuquerque
Thursday.
Hatters. In car. Wwl Gold avenue.
Indies' Souvenir Matinees Tuesframe ho use,
FUR SALE!
days and Fridays, afternoon.
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
vines, corner East Copper and Locust, $800. $00 cash. B. O. T. E
:
A. ci

ri IhmIo ri
lO and 20c
Matlneo
Evening . . . 1 0, 20 A 30c

t

PAGE BEYKTt.

CITIZEN.

DEFENDER'S

MEDAL FOR VETERANS

50 BUSHELS

EVKNG

G0LD1

AVl

BORDERS,

HOrSE
UNDERTAKER.

mSm

F. W. SPENCER
Architect.
Phone 655.
1221 South Walter.

A. J. MORELLI

Merchant Tailor
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
CLEANED, PRESSED and REPAIRED

103 North Flrat Street

If You Want A

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

'r.N. L,INVlL,Ivl5

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
Bct Grade of Hour.
Coffees, Teas and Spices a Specialty.
Everything In market always on hand
"THE BEST ALWAYS."
508 W. Central Ave.
Phone 238

KILLths COUGH

md

CURE ths LUHCS

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are

with

right.

Nov; Discovery

little tube called the "appendix." It's
generally the result of protracted Standard
Heating Co
cunatlpatlon following liver torpor.
Dr. King's New Ufe Pills regulate
the liver, prevent appendicitis, and
establltth regular habits of the bow- WANTED T Tou can get it through
els. 26c at all dealers.
this column.

for

PW!ng&

AND A!
L

Dr. King's

CtS2

THROAT AND

jSSa.
UJN0 TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED 8ATISFAC'Utt

kR MONEY

HEFUIIDIiD.

FTJRNISITER8.
NEW A!f8
8FX.10NDILAND. WE BUY HOCSH-HOL- D
GOODS, 814 W. GOLD A VS.
G. NI1USEN, MANAGER.

HOME

OUTFITTERS
Every Thing
Necessary for
Housekeeping
DAVIS. & Z EARING

308 W. Gold A ve.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Afflicted With Sore Fryes for S3 Years
I have been afflicted with sore eyes
years. Thirteen yeara
for thirty-thre- e
ago I became totally blind and was
blind for six years. My eyes were
badly Inflamed. One of my nelgh-berlalSalve and gave me half a
box of It. To my surprise It healed
my eyes and my sight came back.
bora Insisted upon my trying Cham-- P.
C. Earls.
Ky. ChamIs for sale by all drugberlain's Salvecntnian.
gists.
n's

--

o

Tliey Make You Feel Good.
The pleasant purgative effect experienced by all who use Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, and
the .healthy condition of ths body
and mind which they create nmkes
one feel Joyful.
Price, 15 cents. Bum-p- ies
free at all drug stores.

ENING

BLLDUQUEItQUEjEI

PACK EIGHT.

a

PERSONAL
PARAGRAPHS

MEN'S NEW REGAL
STYLES FOR FALL
We have received a new shipment of Fall Hogals and a hand-Homptock of stylish phoes you have never laid eye on.
Ilepral style means a good deal mnre than the more surface-ptyl- e
of nome hoes you we rlt means that your Tlegals are reproduced exactly from the newest models of the exclusive cuntom
bootmakers of New York and London. And the custom etyle of
HpkhIb stay till the shoes are worn out that's because It's built
In the most skillful shoemaker's in the world.
The penulne comfort of Hesals l something you will feel
Jurt as long as you wear them.
er

Prices $3.50 and $4.00

John Becker, of the John Becker
company, in In the city on bunlnena.
H. L. Franklin, of Gallup, la registered at the ttrand Central hotel.
Mrs. 1J. ' Archibald, of Las Vega,
Is In the city vlnltlng and shopping.
Dr. O. O. Keck returned
night from Algodones where he lat
has
boen on mining 'business.
K. Barelft, a prominent merchant
and heep raiser of f?an Mnrclal, Is in
Hie city on .business and pleasure.
C. H. Klmnn'dnrf and O. F. Elmen-do- rf
of Klni'"ndorf, .Socorro countj,
are registered at the Alvarado.
Mr.. II. 11. Clarkson, of Klmen-dor- f,
Is registered at the Alvarado.
S. XV. Akeis. of .Santa Fe, In In tho
cily on biixliu'R.
Harry E. Hal pin, of the editorial
stall of The ICtlzen, Ls sufTerlng from
a olight cold and Is laying off a
mending up.
Ieputy I'. H. Mfirshnl Harry f'onp-e- r
returned this morning from Socorro county, where he has been a few
days on official business.
Dr. Wltsrhger, of Silver Oitv, U
d
at the Alvarado. The 'doctor says that .Silver City never
better prosperity than It Is enjoying now.
Miss Mildred P. Hunter, daughter
of Colonel A. P. Hunter, the well
known mining expert .arrived In the
city from Chicago last night, and
will remain here several months.
Francis I. Lee, the representative
of the Mexican Amole toap company or Peoria. III., arrived In the
clt ylhls morning after a successful
business trip to El Paso Rnd Chihuahua, Mexico.
James Brown, of Gallup, Is
at the Craig. Mr. Hrown
says that the Carbon City received a
good soaking last week and the people of the place are feeling prosperous and are In favor of statehood.
Undertaker B. K. Adams has received word from William Norrls, of
La Junta, that he will Hrrlve here today to take charge of the body of
his brother, Frank Norrls, who died
here Sunday night. The body will be
taken to Chlllcothe, Mo., for burial.
The El Pa.o business men have decided to omit the Pecos valley from
their trip ana make this country on
a special trip at a 'later date, probably when the Santa Fe cut off Is
ready to permit the running of passenger trains.

JUST REO IVED
Order Work
A Specialty.

Lutz,
Miss
208
Soeond

regl.-tere-

PRESIDENT

ROOSEVELT

South

Oooorrcx3cr)Ooooooooc)OOoooooc

t09 North First St.

All Kinds at Indian and Moxlean Goods. Ybo Cboapost
Pis o to bay Navajo Blanksts and Usxlosn Drawn Work
Mall Orders Caroftillv and Promptly rillod.

THE. I
i
DIAMOND PALACE
i

U11

Railroad Avenue

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut GUi-m- , Clocks, Silverware.
Invite your trade and guarantee A Square Deal.

We
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Wear yajore Clothes an

j

Dressed

Be Well
CLOTHIER

HABERDASHER

HO

JSJ0RIY-1-

nooocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxyyj

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE

South

fcsxjcscjincl

To You, Sir, About Clothes
You are interested. We believe in our
clothes, and we have had them made foi us
by tailors who, we tell you, are the best in
h
who have
the business being
counted MERIT a. their watchword for 53
years. These clothes will fit you, and wear
you and give you style. They are master
made pure woolen honestly put together.
Dollar for dollar, the price you pay is met
on the level by the quality you obtain.
Stein-Bloc-

COE
'N
JEWKLE

,

Cxolaslva Opticians
::
Lnse Grinding

FftE

WATCH tf BRA lltINQ

$

T
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Not too Great If
Draw On Albuquer- -

u

Banks.

B

SI 00.000

Washington, D. C, Oct. 28. Sunday was President Roosevelt's 49th
birthday annlversarry. No celebration
marked the event. He did not depart
from his his customary Sunday program of worship, work and recreation. The day was spent at the
White House fireside in a quiet, family rejoicing. Congratulations in large
numbers by mall, telegraph
and
telephone were received at the White
House during the day.
President
Ronoevelt
attended
church service in the morning. In the
lr(
afternoon,
downpour of rain, the
president, accompanied by the usual
guard, went out for a long cross
country walk. Tonight the president
receive the Hungarian Club of New
York In the East room when the
will extend the chief executive their congratulations.
It Is the
custom of the Hungarian Club to
visit Washington on Mr. Roosevelt's
birthday tu pay the respects of Its
members.
WAR IH.PAHTMENT TO C.IRRV.
CHRISTMAS l'HESENTS l'HEE.
VI Wishing! on,
D. C, Oct. 29. 'Following a custom Inaugurated by the
late Secretary Alger, the wr department will again this year transport
free Christmas boxes for officers and
soldiers of the foreign stations. Boxes for the troops In the Philippines
may be consigned to the superintendent of the army traiispo.-- t service In .San Francisco aud t!iose lor
Cuba may be sent to the depot quartermaster at Newport News, Va.
s

TMXTOIt
CVItES
Til K LlOCOIt HABIT.
RALE BT ASSIGNEE.
I will sell at public auction all
real and iKrraonul property licld by
me as assignee of Chariot Zolger at
the front door of tlie postofltce, Albuquerque, K. it., at 13 o'clock noon,
Xovemlier 4th, 1907. For further Information call on or address, Frank
II. Moore, Assignee, Room 9, Har
nett lliilUllnt;, Albuquerque, ti. M.
COKE! COKE!
We now Iiandlo good, dean coke.
Also the CreMcd
Butte Anthracite

Wednesday, Oct. 80th. 1:S0 v. m.
510 West TIJeraa avenue,
at the
home of Mrs. K. Mandell, the hand
some furnishings of her
home
will go at auction.
Goods consist In
part of 165 Majestic range; 133 re-

frigerator, kitchen
utensils, dishes,
oak dining table and chairs,
2 wardrobes, leather and oak
rockers, Morris chair, center tables,
oak settee, French clock, rugs,
stoves, bed room eults, 175 folding
bed. 2 chiffoniers,
sanitary couch,
springs, mattresses,
$400 piano in
use but three months, etc. See goods
Tuesdav 'before sale.
SCOTT KNIGHT, Auctioneer.
aide-boar-

d,

At

Overcoats

$18 to $25

Clher Good Suits for Business Wear $10

and Upwards

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Come In; this is the
right place; and the
right way la to find
&
SrhiifTncr
Hart
Marx name hi them.

It's

clothes;

here;

all-wo- ol

all-rig-

Warranted In every
respect as to fabric,
style and make.

W. Centra! Ave.

309-31- 1

$22.50

M

Cut Prices on Hard
B ware, Crockery and
H House Furnishings

to

People
have Invested their
money In A jjquerque city lots are H
not losing a sleep tnese uays over
the temporn money stringency In
SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK
tn east, b use it Is an absolute
Our Fall stock of
safe and su Investment and only
a question u a short time before
)
7 or 8 Inch nlokle
OvercoaU Is also comCopyright. 1907 by
0CP
an Immense demand
there will
plated steel scisplete. Nobby garments
Htft Schsffner W Mrx .
H
for desirabl' eal estate investments sors worth 35c. LUU
at reasonable .prices.
In growing
stern towns like Albu- tjuerque. vl ielow named cum11
Large
steel
size
coal
panies will ccept checks on any
shovels or scoops WWW Z
bank in th!i Ity for any amount,
The Central
$1.2
worth
Two year) aao outside residence
Avenue Clothier
lots sold at iom $150 to $175, a lot.
Now the ai lots are reselling at
quart
Fourteen
There is
$500 a lot.
from 1300
dish pans . .
no safer sDfiilatlon or savings prop
a
In
few
Investment
osition thankn
All
white
Inside
building lotihera at the bargain
and outside Imprices we wl offer for a ehort time.
3
quart
ported
Is
While anjher big proposition
enameled ware 25C
maturing, v4 have decided to clean
. . .
pans
pudding
up a few Aoice odds and ends at
prices, anu
sure enoug bargain
which will mble every one who has
i
321-32W. Central
3
a little mo y saved up to make a
General
Plumbers
Gold fish, each..
very proflti le and safe Investment
by selecting something from the fol- H
Avenue
Hardware
Tinners
lowing list:
a
rrw
Terms I If cash, balance within
a year or (. count of ft per cent for
all casli.. Ive to 20 acre tracts of
The MAJESTIC RANGE is the product of the world's achieveR IR Ju. I fin Ntnrp
splendid g; den, truck or orchard
Vf iw w i VW Vll
lands, unde good ditches, not over B
ments iiv "stoves. AH the best features of all other makes have
mile and a half from city, only $50
to $60 per icre. Similar land elsewhere In t e territory is selling at
been incorporated in this one, and objectional features elimifrom $125 b $225 per acre.
Twenty-ti- o
lots In rxOXXXXXXOOOOOCOCXXXXXDOOOO
choice
nated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably stands nearer the
University lelghts from $35 to $100
each.
line of perfection than
lots In East
Sixteen choice
ern Addltlol from $150 to $200 each.
any other range. It
Eleven Jiolee "close In" lots in
from $150 to $250
Perea Addition
I.
saves your fuel and
each.
lx chni 'A "close in" lota in Grant
W'e
lot
a
have
of
$200 each.
150 to ,.,
froiri:$
Tract
your time and produc.
4m
i.
tomatoes,
Hollil
nek custom
Honeymoo
Rw, Central avenue,
es heat when you want
from, J0 to $250 each.
taught at a bargain. These
Three lvt In Duran & Alexander
we
will
20c table tomatoes
it, where you want It,
Adrl.tlon from $100 to $1,50 each.
lots on First
Four
close out at T1IKKK CANS
street, from $400 to $500 each.
and in quantity as
FOn 50c.
Seven business lots on Copper avenue Including corner $900 up.
all at a mini
One extra choice business o on
The Monarch Grocery Co.
Central avenue i.uuu.
One good brick residence and three
mum of attention. If
Phone 80. 307 W. Central.
'Ls In Eastern Addition only
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$28.00
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THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

GO.

rrr

m r

60-fo- ot

j,1

Tomatoes

ot

.

semi-busine- ss

de-stre- d,

50-fo- ot

$1.2r0.
One pmall brick house and two 50
foot lots Ir. Eastern Addition, only OCOCOOOOOCX30000CX)OOOOOOOC)0
$750.
DeWltt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
We are the' Owners. Perfect Title
If you wish we will call and show relieve backache, weak kidneys, and
Sold
inflammation or the bladder.
you around In our automobile.
by J H. O'Rltlly.
Surety Investment Co.

you have never used
you
the MAJESTIC,

have never used the best.

Rroaduay Tiid & Investment Co,
lielghts Improvement
VnlversP
Albuquerque La ml Co.
D. K. B. SELLERS. Manager,
I
1i I i
Hsu uki

Oxer K. U

O

aTV

'wn-sMmr-

kmu'Ol

n

1 1t
n
& Co.s Store.
1

113-11- 7

Stoves
and
Ranges

nn

WLi

in

NORTH FIRST STREET

Hardware
Ranch Supplies
and

Give Us a Call and Look Over Our Line

DEATH VALLEY. CALIF.
-- O-

This company is capitalized
for only $300,000 and controlled by local officers, every
dollar spent being solely un-

DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS

ALL THE TIME
IX VALrE STEAI- 30 PFIt CENT.
1IUN1KE1 HOLUAKHj
KMAMj STONES WE
AT MVEK I'KICES
THAN T1IKV CAN 11E BOUGHT All

IXCUEASINQ
II.Y. 15 IX)
HAVE FIVE
WOllTH OI'
W1LI, KEI.Ij

'K

STACY AVT CO. IV BT'SIVESS der their direction.
MiAlN.
FRONT POOR . CIXS1U
FOR FEW DAYS. PENDING IN- A recent telegram from the WHOLESALE.
VOICE OF OLD STOCK AND ARVANS JEWEL11Y CO.
RANGEMENT OF OUR NEW LINE. superintendent says they have
On l)Mr Soutli of Urux StW.
CALL AT SIDE DOOR OR PHONE
TIL 325 SOUTH SECOND STREET. just struck
House slippers for men, felt or
leather, "5 to 12. House slippers for
women, felt or leather. 65c to $1.50. HIGH GRADE GOLD ORE
Hnuse flippers for children, red felt,
75o to $1. at C. May's Shoe
Store,
314 West Central avenue.
in an extension of their vein. One
damp feet will
Rubber over.-hoewalk you to an early grave. It's wise of the officers of the company
to ket-your feet dry with our
rubbers. All sizes for men, will leave for the mine in about
Finn Roasts and Steaks,
v r men anj children. C. May's
shoe ten days. Remember until then
"ore, 314 West Central avenue.
Spring Chickens and Hens,
If you neod furniture, rail on Cliafe.
L. Keieler, S1T-1- 9
South Second.
Fresh Vegetables Daily.
Wool fringed rugs 12.50
and up.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
o- DR. C. II. XJNNER.
PHYSICIAN AND SI RGEON
i-,
(tsTEOPATH.
ADDRESS
ALL d'HUU E DISEASES TREAT1- s t r-i
ED. NO HR.E FOR CON- - ,.
ttPi-SELLERS,
Secy.
4
W. TIJmrao Phono Si I
SI LTA1TON.
.
OI I'ICE 821 N. T. AKMIJO
4
IlMtf.
Cromwell
9,
'1 1'J.El'IIONK
Kooni
25.
AND
S5

CHAMPION

500 Shares for
Only $125

MttC30l
rtr r
MM-M-

BCTI-D-JNG-
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I(MT,

There's a right way
to buy clothes; and a
right place.

-

5, 10, & I5c Store

Grocery Company

Suits
$18 to $30
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LEADER s
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THE JEWELRY LINE

fa.

The
Right
"Weigh"

on Premisis

EVERY THING

U
CHECKS FOR H

WILL TA

i

n

E

Coal.
JOH.V S. HEAVEN.

Some Plain Talk

10 Southcond St.

(KTOIIKK

Tl'ESDAY,

Whan you doolrm Abaoluto
Comfort In Property rtttad
Qlassam Consult us.
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

few-day-

reg-ii-ter-

EM TS

1

CITIZEN.

I

WE GUARANTEE
Full 2,000 Pounds
In every ton of coal leaving our ,yard, and
have always made this guarantee. The following ad, or one similar to it, appeared for
years in both our daily papers.

2.000 Pounds
a

Guaran-

teed or Present Made
of the Goat.
defy any individual, firm or corporation

We
to truthfully say that short weight was ever
given to any ot our customers.
We Handle fieOsrGallupCoal, American Block, Crested Butte Anthracite, Furnace, Stove and Nut. Also Mill Wood,
Mountain Wood, Kindling and Coke.

JOHN 3.

BEAVEN

502 Southt Firet

V

